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Abstract

In a multi-agent system where each agent acts in its respective self-interest, the problem

of many-to-many allocations is explored. The question for the regulator making the allo-

cations is—what should be the allocation protocol when there are many resource provider

agents and many resource seeker agents? A regulator, given that it cannot force an agent

to choose a specific strategy, must design a protocol that supports its agenda. Motivated

by the needs in the emerging electricity networks, this thesis considers the problem under

incomplete information, i.e., when the type, the abstraction of an agent’s particulars which

influence the agent’s strategy choice, of any specific agent is not known. Two kinds of al-

location models are developed, namely, (i) one based on bilateral agreements, and (ii) one

based on use of incentives to influence the strategy choices. The models are presented in

the electricity distribution contexts.

With a nominal role for the regulator, the thesis explored a multi-cycle model and a

single-cycle model in which the allocations result from a series of bilateral bargaining en-

counters. The possibility of multiple equilibria in these models implies an unpredictable

outcome, as the agents are uncertain of the specific equilibrium selection. This motivates

the pursuit of a dominant strategy solution. Providing a stronger role for the regulator,

the conditions for dominant strategy solution are identified in a single-cycle model. In this

bilateral encounter and bargaining model, influencing a set of resource providers to pursue

a specific strategy results in dominant strategy equilibrium. Given the parameters of the

model, each agent can determine its respective dominant strategy by using the commonly

known probability distribution of agents’ types.

Relaxing the requirement that the agents know the probability distribution of agents’
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types, the model of a regulator empowered to provide incentives to influence agents’ strategy

choices is adopted. A many-to-many allocation procedure is composed using two one-to-

many allocation mechanisms. The conditions under which a system of incentives leads to a

dominant strategy solution, are identified.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Multi-agent systems

The context for this thesis is multi-agent systems (MAS) in which the participating

entities, called agents, are self-interested and autonomous. As an example, in the emerging

electricity networks of intelligent loads and sources, an electric vehicle (EV) instead of being

dictated, may participate in the electricity purchase and sale of electricity. To optimise the

gains, the EV may decide the schedule of charging the battery, negotiate the rates with

potential sources, and decide on whether to supply electricity back to the network or not.

With increased intelligence embedded in the devices, such MAS can be conceived for var-

ious applications such as ad-hoc wireless networks where the autonomous nodes route the

data for other nodes, for vehicular networks where vehicles my provide or route localized

mapping and data services for other vehicles or roadside infrastructure, or for a cloud based

service using distributed resources to serve user needs. While these systems may not be

designed with each specific participant’s characteristics in mind, the systems may be strung

together by relevant interaction protocols.

In multi-agent systems the agents would act autonomously given the interaction pro-

tocol. The outcome of the interaction is dependent on the specific actions chosen by the

individual agents. Of interest in this thesis are MAS in which the agents are competitive,

i.e., they pursue actions to optimise their respective gains. Some of the characteristics of

systems with autonomous agents are (i) the agents participate in their own interest and
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mostly their actions cannot be directly controlled, (ii) participants are diverse, the diversity

arising due to factors such as an agent’s (owner’s) objectives, technology used and an agent’s

cognitive algorithms, (iii) the possibility of limited information the agents may have about

the other agents and (iv) the possibility of a large number of participants resulting in the

decision maker’s lack of information based on which specific allocation decisions could be

made. Due to the diversity of self-interests the participants’ objectives may conflict. The

system designer’s challenge is to come up with some fair protocol that respects the agents’

respective self-interest.

1.2 Allocation problem in multi-agent systems

Allocation is an assignment and has a contextual connotation. In a resource allocation

problem, the allocation could mean which agent gets what quantity, e.g., which user gets

how much bandwidth? In a service allocation problem, for example in a computing envi-

ronment, it could mean which particular web service is assigned to which job? In a tariff

setting context, the allocation could mean which user pays what rate or which supplier is

given what rate? In a system composed of autonomous agents, allocation is a Common

choice problem. Consider a load shedding problem in an electricity network. Load shed-

ding, practiced frequently in power shortage areas, is a regulated reduction of electrical

loads in response to inadequate supply or network capacity. Assume that some generator

or feeder maintenance requires different distribution centres to agree to a load shedding

plan wi ∈ W , where W is the set of feasible load shedding plans. A particular sched-

ule wi may be very detrimental for some centres and moderately so for others while some

other schedule wj may have a different pattern of unacceptability. Can the distribution

centres agree to a particular schedule? How do we manage allocations in such a system?

Can the agents agree among themselves? Or do we need to control the agents? Can we

control autonomous agents in the first place? Unfortunately, as the existing results covered

in Chapter 2 show, only limited possibilities of mutual agreement exist and only limited

controls are possible with autonomous agents. Thus we may need some regulation scheme
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which considers the agents’ self-interests. In a MAS, assume that this regulation decision

is built in to the design. We may thus use the terms system designer, decision maker and

regulator interchangeably.

For the regulator, the operation of a system comprised of n self-interested agents is a

problem similar to the multi-objective optimization problem in engineering which takes the

following form:

Max ω
x∈S

(f1(x), f2(x), ..., fn(x))| S defined by g(x) ≤ b, h(x) = 0 (1.1)

Here n is the number of objectives and the term fi(x) is the value of ith objective. The

function ω is the decision maker’s objective function and x is the optimization variable

which may be a m-pronged choice. The set S is the feasible space of variable x governed

by the constraints g(x) ≤ b and h(x) = 0. The objectives may not be comparable and

the decision maker then needs to vary the vector x within the feasible space to search

for the optimal given its agenda of relating to various objectives. Thus ω can be called

the designer’s agenda. In a multi-agent interaction, we can consider the function fi(x) to

represent the value of agent i’s goal in the interaction when the outcome is x. Let us consider

an allocation problem. Let g(.) be the allocation function that yields gi(.) allocation to the

ith agent. The argument of gi is the agents’ action profile given the allocation interaction

protocol. Let f(g(.)) be the the function that translates the allocations to individual agent’s

gain from the allocation. Accordingly ith agent’s gain from allocation be denoted fi(gi(.)).

The decision maker’s objective is denoted ω(g(.)). In comparison to a regular optimization

problem (1.1), this allocation problem has the following differences.

• The decision maker may not have a direct control of x. The variable x now is the

result of an n−component action profile, i.e., an n−component vector Sj ∈ S, in

which each of the n agents chooses an action to optimize its gain, fi(gi(.)).

• The decision maker may not know which of the m actions an agent may be choosing,

thus it cannot determine the value of its objective ω(g(.)).
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• An agent may not know the characteristics of another agent and may not know the

specific action the other agent may take.

When the agents have freedom of action, a stable solution is an action profile Sj that

represents the agents’ respective action choices when each of the agents maximises its goal

given the actions of other agents. This action profile is called Nash equilibrium (defined

further in Chapter 2). With multiple equilibria, the regulator’s job then would be to select

the equilibrium that maximises ω. Since the decision maker does not have direct control of

the Sj selection, it has to find other ways of influencing the agent to adopt Sj that yields

maximum ω(g(.)). Fundamental conflict may exist between the regulator’s goal and the

freedom of agent actions when the agents are competitive, i.e., act in their self-interest.

Nevertheless successful regulation has the following prerequisites.

• A participating agent must have non-negative gain. In the literature this requirement

is known as individual rationality.

• An agent must not gain by misrepresenting, making the regulator’s allocation de-

sign defective. In the literature this requirement is called incentive compatibility or

truthfulness.

The allocation scheme, in addition, must operate in the environment where there is

incomplete information. This is the lack of agents’ knowledge about the other agents’

characteristics and occurs frequently in anonymous interactions such as the transactions in

electricity networks with a large number of diverse loads and distributed generators.

We next provide a snapshot of the emerging electricity networks, where we foresee

emergence of systems with autonomous agents.

1.3 Emerging electricity infrastructure and multi-agent systems

Changes in the electricity industry have led to decentralisation of asset ownership. With

increasing intelligence and communication capabilities in the loads, generators and network

components, the case for exploring MAS based approaches for allocation and control be-
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comes stronger. After providing an outline of electricity distribution, we give a snapshot of

the emerging electricity market. We then provide a brief background on the areas that moti-

vate the models in this thesis. Specifically we discuss the opportunities of electricity trading

in a microgrid, participation of EVs in the network and electricity demand management.

1.3.1 Power distribution network and emerging electricity markets

Bulk electricity is generated by nuclear, hydroelectric or thermal generators at plants

located away (due to reasons of safety, proximity to sources) from the main consumption

areas such as cities and industries. The electricity is carried at high voltage (e.g., 500KV)

by transmission lines and progressively stepped down at the sub-transmission level and

then further stepped down (e.g., 12.47KV) at the distribution level. It is then carried by

feeders to substations from where where it is carried by various lines to commercial and

residential consumers at 120/240 volts (Figure 1.1). Large industrial customers may be

connected at the sub-transmission or the distribution feeder level. At a given network level,

the feeders and generators are connected via conducting bars called busses. The networks

have alternate routes for supply reliability. Depending on the geography and the load profile

variants of such networks may exist.

Most jurisdictions in the 1990s had vertically integrated electricity supply operations. A

sole operator handled generation, transmission and distribution and in some cases even the

retail sale to consumers. The monopolistic nature of these integrated operations made the

necessary upgrades less efficient [1] leading to demand supply gaps as well as affordability

pressures. Some success with decentralization in Chile and UK [2] led to initiatives for

electricity market reform in other jurisdictions. The reforms covering restructuring, dereg-

ulation and liberalization are aimed to target the required demand growth and to manage

costs [3], [2]. The reforms paved the way for an increase of decentralized generation.

As a consequence of the reforms, most of the transmission, distribution and genera-

tion assets now have decentralized ownership. A regulator in each jurisdiction overseas

implementation of energy policies and acts as a market watchdog. The management of

the transmission and distribution networks is done by respective owners. The balance of
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Figure 1.1: A power system

electricity flows and supply reliability interventions for voltage and frequency stability need

to be coordinated among various participants in the relevant network. Electricity demand

is cyclical with seasonal and daily patterns. On a weekday, the demand may peak around

5 PM and may be the lowest around 3 AM. The demand and supply must balance and

some entity in the network determines which generators to dispatch, i.e., bring on-line at

various points in the 24 hour cycle, given the voltage and phase angle requirements at var-

ious buses. This is a cost optimising decision which considers the contracted rates for the

different generators and the line losses. In most jurisdictions markets exist for various time

horizons, a wholesale market for longer term contracts between bulk generation and bulk

purchase (for example between a power plant and a utility company), a day ahead market to

balance day-to-day supply and demand forecast and the real-time market/arrangements for

managing the supply reliability. Due to varying ramp-up ramp-down times1 the generators

have varying abilities to participate in different markets.

1For example a coal fired thermal power plant may take eight hours to ramp up, while a gas fired
micro-turbine may ramp up in a few minutes
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The generation and distribution infrastructure is changing due to several forces includ-

ing (i) need for private participation in generation and distribution investment, (ii) pursuit

of lower carbon footprint leading to renewable investments, (iii) improved technology in

solar, EV, battery storage, device end embedded intelligence, (iv) improvement in commu-

nication capabilities and (v) changes in geographical demand patterns. A direct result is

potentially high penetration of distributed electricity resources (DER) which include dis-

tributed generators (DG) and stored energy devices within the dotted distribution box in

Figure 1.1. Another change is the increased population of loads that can be programmed to

follow individual user’s policies to meet the user’s own objectives. The impact would be in

increased participation of these DERs and loads in markets. Increased role of MAS based

control approaches can thus be foreseen. We envision some sample scenarios where MAS

models could be useful. The background on the related contexts appears next.

1.3.2 Microgrids—localised electricity networks

Microgrids are localized electricity grids, having generation and storage sources and

loads, that coexist with the main electricity grid and have autonomous management capabil-

ities so that they can isolate and operate independently (called islanded mode of operation)

when there are disturbances on the main grid. Such islanding may improve the rapidity

of the grid’s return to normalcy from disturbances. The microgrids are connected to the

distribution feeders and can be at a building level or a higher level with set of physically

spaced facilities and buildings. Figure 1.2 provides a conceptual view of microgrids in a

distribution network.

A driver for adopting microgrids is that a grid-microgrid configuration provides a lo-

cally controlled less complex integration of distributed energy sources (small wind, solar,

combined heat and power turbines) whose penetration has been increasing [4]. Localised

fulfilment of demand also reduces the energy losses. Currently microgrids are laboratory

models in real scale. As the grid integration challenges [5] are overcome and a supporting

regulatory/financial framework is available, the microgrids may be deployed widely. One of

our model in Chapter 4 is motivated by the appeal of the microgrids in sustainable energy
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Figure 1.2: Microgrid-grid topology (source: http://energy.gov)

development where one seeks a localised market solution.

1.3.3 Electric vehicles as loads and sources

Electric vehicles add significant load on the distribution network. A 2009 survey of

household travel by the Federal Highway Administration of United States shows an esti-

mated daily vehicle trip of 28 miles [6]. Another analysis estimates that about 60 percent

of the private vehicles in the United States have a daily trip range between 20-40 miles [7].

This translates to about 10 KWH additional daily load due to each EV which is equivalent

to a household load. Location-wise averages may vary due to clustering of EV ownership

and due to the particular commute distances. Depending on the charging technology this

means about 2 to 10 hours of daily charge per vehicle [8].

Unless the system has the ability to spread out the EV charging over the non-peak hours

and the users have incentives to agree to such schedules, the current distribution infrastruc-

ture is not adequate to handle the increased load. For example a study for Manitoba [9]

showed that a 20% penetration of EVs could overload the distribution transformers and an

analysis of the aggregate data in UK [10] showed that at 10% penetration aggregate there

is an increase of power consumption of about 14%. Ownership clustering and commute dis-
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tances may exacerbate the overloading in particular locations and Waddell et al. [9] argue

that even at 2% penetration the estimated clustering pattern could impact the distribution

network adversely. Furthermore, such additional loading will lead to transformer aging [11]

and additional energy losses [12]. Thus large scale usage of EVs will require additional

distribution investment and result in additional distribution costs.

The EVs connected to the microgrid can act as a distributed energy sources (DER)

and can thus participate in demand response (discussed in the next subsection) and supply

electricity back to the network. Our models in Chapters 4 and 5 are motivated by the

potential market possibilities with increased EV penetration.

1.3.4 Demand management in a distribution network

Reducing the load is a way to manage the demand supply imbalances and help prevent

the system reliability from being jeopardised. Traditionally aimed to reduce consumption

when the wholesale price of energy is high, e.g., during the peak hours, such demand side

load management is termed demand response. The benefits of demand response include

avoidance of capacity costs, reduced energy costs, improved reliability of supply and envi-

ronmental benefits. Various approaches of demand response have been explored for demand

management [13]. Some approaches propose a centralized control of users’ controllable loads

when required by the utility company [14], [15]. Some require the utility to inform the con-

sumers of the applicable price by the hour or at a higher frequency, enabling the consumers

to control their loads if they desire [16]. Under such real time pricing a consumer may

increase the in-house generation to curtail usage of Utilco’s supply [17]. In addition, a time

of use (TOU) pricing with a higher price for peak hours is practised in many jurisdictions.

Working with autonomous loads such a reduction could be influenced via incentives

which would induce the consumers to shift load to non-peak hours when possible. The util-

ity company may enter into arrangement with consumers whereby it (i) provides differential

rebates based on the time of use for the load reduction from the agreed normal or (ii) agrees

to the demand reduction bids (for example, for x $ will reduce y KW) from consumers. The
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work in Chapter 6 explores a solution for demand management where the consumers find

incentives to reduce their demand volatility and reduce the peak consumption by levelling

their load.

Using examples from the above contexts, the thesis develops protocols for problems in

which resources or services need to be allocated to self-interested agents.

1.4 The thesis and contributions

This thesis develops allocation models under incomplete information meeting the in-

dividual rationality and incentive compatibility prerequisites. Specifically, we address the

many-to-many allocations which occur in the settings in which there is a number of resource

or service providers and a number of seekers. The focus is to seek allocation mechanisms

that do not require great cognitive power in the agents. One way to achieve this is via

allocation schemes where the decisions are made in one cycle of interactions and allocation

decisions do not wait for some cycles of information exchange. The allocations setting cho-

sen for this thesis is depicted in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Scope of allocation setting
Degree of common knowledge

Individual agent’s pref-
erences are commonly
known

Individual agent’s pref-
erences are not known
but the general distri-
bution of preferences is
commonly known

Dynamics of
interaction

Transaction completes
in single cycle
The transaction com-
pletion spans multiple
cycles

For the system regulator to aim for predictable system operation and for the agents to

participate at low cognitive costs, it is desirable that an agent has some dominant action

to select. A dominant action would yield the best gain irrespective of other agents’ actions.

Hence this thesis explores dominant strategy solutions.
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The autonomous agents in the engineering applications would be artificial, i.e., devices

with some cognitive capabilities. Each agent would be driven by its own objective. What

could define a regulator’s agenda with such agents? We introduce a taxonomy of goals that

ought to characterise the regulator’s agenda in technical environments. We also review the

approaches from the literature with respect to these goals. The introduced taxonomy covers

more diverse objectives than those considered in the allocation approaches in economics, in

which the primary focus is on utility maximization.

Recall the question whether the agents could agree among themselves on allocations.

One of the ways the agents agree among themselves is via bargaining. We start with models

where allocations result from bargaining after random bilateral encounters. In comparison

to the canonical infinite choice models in the literature, We use models with fixed option

choices, aiming to simplify the interaction. To improve allocation volume, We attempt a

multiple cycle model in which an agent gets additional chance of agreement, if the agreement

is not in the earlier encounters. An application in electricity trading in a microgrid, the

localized electricity network, is conceived. This model requires the agents to evaluate the

multiple equilibria that occur due to multiple cycles and choose actions to optimise respec-

tive gain. The solution concept used in this model adds additional computational load on

the agent as it has to reason the history of the interaction at each stage. We then attempt

a single cycle model to reduce the cognitive load on the agents. This single cycle model

is presented in an EV charging context. Our contributions is the design of finite-choice

matching and bargaining models for electricity trade. Both the models lead to multiple

feasible solutions or multiple equilibria which may not suit some applications and which

also poses additional decision-making load on the agent.

Continuing with bargaining as the process for allocation agreement, we provide a stronger

role for the regulator and design a model in which the regulator constrains some agents’

action choices. This model leads to a dominant strategy equilibrium when the participants’

value for the resource is uniformly distributed in an interval. The model addresses single
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unit allocations. The contribution here is the result of a dominant strategy solution exis-

tence under limited direct control. This is encouraging for contexts where the regulator

may be able to form schemes that may control a set of agents while the other agents act

autonomously. We show a possible application in electricity trading.

The single and two cycle models above promote allocations via bilateral encounters and

decisions where the regulator does not have any impact in agent specific allocations. These

models assume common knowledge of the distribution of various types of agents. In the

literature, incomplete information models commonly make this assumption for determining

the equilibrium. This needs to be relaxed when the agents have limited sensing capability.

Accordingly, providing an even stronger role for the regulator, we provide an allocation

model for demand management in an electricity network. The contribution here includes

the design of allocation procedure and a proof that an agent’s dominant action choice under

this procedure maximises its utility. Apart from electricity demand management, such a

procedure could be explored for heterogeneous allocations such as contracts for 5 KWH, 10

KWH and 15 KWH energy purchase by electric vehicles.

1.5 Organization of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. The theoretical underpinning of the work is game

theory which is used to seek stable solutions in the interaction of self interested agents. The

relevant background on agent interaction and game theory is discussed in Chapter 2. This

chapter also discusses the common choice problem and the mechanism design approach to

handle the choice problem. This chapter also covers the mathematical results that we use

in proofs in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 3, we provide the taxonomy of goals that may form the regulators agenda.

We discuss this in the context of artificial agents who have limited cognitive machinery.

In the same chapter, we review the allocation approaches from the literature. In Chapter

4, we provide the allocation models where the role of the regulator is minimal and the
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allocations result from bilateral bargaining encounters. In Chapter 5, we provide the model

where the regulator directly controls the actions of one section of agents. We prove the

dominant strategy equilibrium existence under given conditions. In Chapter 6, we discuss

a multi-unit allocation procedure and show the dominant strategy solution. We summarise

the work and discuss future research in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

This chapter discusses the underlying concepts over which the models in subsequent

chapters are developed and introduces related terminology. We discuss these in two sections.

The first section covers game theoretic concepts that are used to model the choice decisions

when agents interact. In the second section, we provide the base theorems from analysis

and topology that are used in some proofs in subsequent chapters.

2.1 Agent interactions, game theoretic concepts, solving choice problem

2.1.1 Outcomes, preferences and utility function

The result of a multi-agent interaction, i.e., outcome (or allocation) is dependent on

the actions chosen by different agents. The outcome could be status quo or a new state.

An agent has its own preferences for the outcomes of an interaction. An agent is said to

decide rationally when given the action alternatives and the agent’s understanding of the

environment, the agent decisively chooses the action that yields its preferred outcome [18].

If A is the set of outcomes, an agent’s preferences can be expressed by a binary preference

relation % on A where, for ai, aj ∈ A, ai % aj implies that the outcome ai is at least as

preferred as outcome aj and ai ∼ aj implies that the preference for both outcomes is similar.

Axioms of rational preference include the following [19], [18], [20], [21].

• completeness– either ai % aj or aj % ai or both for any outcomes ai, aj in A.

• transitivity–if ai % aj and aj % ak then ai % ak for any outcomes ai, aj , ak ∈ A

• continuity– an outcome aj ∼ pai + (1− p)an where p ∈ [0, 1] and ai % aj % an
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• montonicity– if ai % aj ; p1 ≥ p2, p1, p2 ∈ [0, 1] then p1ai+(1−p1)aj % p2ai+(1−p2)aj

A rational preference can be modelled by a utility function, a quantitative measure as

defined below.

Definition 1. The utility function is a mapping from the outcome to a real number, i.e.,

U : A→ R such that when ai % aj , U(ai) ≥ U(aj).

This mapping captures an agent’s degree of preference of one outcome over another.

A rational agent wants to maximise its utility1. When the result is a lottery which is a

probability distribution over the outcomes, then the set of lotteries is the domain of the

utility function. The models in this thesis are hinged on utility as a cardinal measure of

preference and the regulator must consider that a rational agent chooses actions to maximise

its utility. In this thesis we will assume that an agent’s utility can be augmented by a transfer

of some entity such as money. This form of utility is called a quasilinear utility function.

Definition 2. Quasilinear utility is a utility function of the form u(a,m) = v(a)+m, where

v(a) is the value assigned by the agent to the outcome a and m is the value of some entity

given to the agent additionally.

The utility function defined above is linear in m. In the protocols that we explore, m

can be positive or negative to influence or dissuade an agent from a taking a particular

action. When the agent’s objective is economic such as to reduce cost or to maximise

economic benefit, m can be a monetary payment received or a cost paid. Depending on the

application, m could also be in units for the aspects that may be valuable to the agent such

as bandwidth, battery power or data.

2.1.2 Interaction characteristics and models

Agents’ self-interest in maximising respective utility and competitiveness defines their

behaviour in interactions. Valuing self-interest is critical in the design of systems where

autonomous agents participate. Accordingly, game theory, which provides tools for ana-

lyzing the interactions among self-interested agents, has been used to model the classical

1Utility is also known as payoff.
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interactions of self-interested agents such as markets and public projects choice. In more

recent years game theory has been applied in problems of allocations in emerging networks,

where self-interested agents interact [22], [23], [24]. We discuss below the interaction char-

acteristics and the models that are used to analyse the agents’ behaviour in the interactions.

2.1.2.1 Competitiveness in interactions: cooperative and non-cooperative games

The outcome of a multi-agent interaction is dependent on the actions chosen by different

agents. An interaction can be i) cooperative where the agents acts to optimise some agreed

upon utility objective ii) strictly competitive in which case any set of actions by agents

yields an outcome which results in no gain in the sum of utilities (zero sum) iii) not strictly

competitive in which case there may be actions that lead to an outcome where the sum

of utilities exceeds the status quo. Our context is that of a system of autonomous agents,

which excludes the second type of interaction in which strictly competitive agents act as

adversaries as no system can be composed of strictly adversarial agents.

The agents may interact cooperatively by entering into a pre-interaction information ex-

change whereby respective action can be chosen by the agents to achieve an outcome that

maximises the agreed upon utility objective. Such an interaction is called a cooperative

game. A common objective could be to maximise the sum of agents’ utilities. An agent’s

ability to make binding agreements is fundamental to such joint action choice.

When the agents are not strictly competitive, their action selection follows a different

process. An agent x trying to maximize its own utility must then evaluate the likely actions

of other agents, who in turn must evaluate the likely action of x. The behaviour of an

agent trying to maximise its own utility in an interaction is called strategic behaviour and

an interaction under strategic behaviour is called a non-cooperative game.

When the agents are not strictly competitive, their action selection follows a different

process. An agent x trying to pursue outcome that maximizes its utility must then evaluate

likely actions of other agents who are themselves pursuing the outcome that maximizes

receptive utility and thus in turn must evaluate the likely action of x. Such behaviour of
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each agent trying to pursue strategic outcome which maximises its utility is called strategic

behaviour and an interaction under strategic behaviour is called a non-cooperative game.

2.1.2.2 Agent actions and strategies

A game is said to be in normal form when agents’ simultaneous choice of respective

actions results in the outcome. When the interaction outcome is achieved upon completion

of a sequence of actions, the game is said to be in extensive form. An agent’s plan of action

for the interaction is called a strategy. In a normal form game, an action itself is a strategy

whereas in extensive form game a strategy would be a specific sequence of actions an agent

may take–from initial state through to the final state based on actions of other agents. A

deterministic strategy is called a pure strategy and a randomized choice of strategy is called

a mixed strategy.

2.1.2.3 Agents’ interaction knowledge and game models

An agent’s strategy choice may be influenced by its observation of some fundamental

variable(s) or its belief about the information the other agents have. For example, a gen-

erator x has some performance specification that results in particular operation cost and

efficiency. Here the performance specification could be the fundamental variable(s). If the

other agents are not aware of the specifications of generator x then the specification is

private information of x. An agent may have formed a belief of some information relevant

to its utility and the other agents, not aware of this belief, can not incorporate it while

deciding their actions. All such realizations of private information2 are abstracted into a

notion of type [25] denoted by θ. The type may impact an agent’s payoff and an agent

would consider the other agents’ types to assess the others’ optimal actions to choose its

2An agent’s private information could include

• its own state, e.g., how many of its turbines are working and the utility function is u′ and not u.

• what it believes about the utility functions of the others

• what it believes about the other agents’ beliefs, e.g., generation unit 1 believes that the other gener-
ation units have the same forecast of the snowstorm and they believe that generation unit 1’s payoff
function is u′
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own action. Games with private information are also called incomplete information games.

A standard method in dealing with types in analysing games of incomplete informa-

tion is to assume that the types are drawn from a commonly known distribution and thus

each agent knows the joint probability distribution of various agents being of various types.

Moreover when an agent becomes aware of its type, it can determine the conditional prob-

ability of others’ types and decide the action accordingly.

In an extensive form game, an agent may face another information uncertainty. Due to

lack of observation an agent may not know the stage of interaction it is in despite knowing

the type of other agents. Such a game is called a game under imperfect information. Under

imperfect information, an agent has to use its belief–the probability of being at a particular

point—to optimise the action.

2.1.3 Stable solutions in multi-agent interactions

We now discuss how the action choices are decided given the information asymmetry

and agents’ cooperative or non-cooperative disposition in the interactions. We will primarily

discuss the solutions used in this thesis.

2.1.3.1 Cooperative game solutions

Acting cooperatively, the agents are assumed to have agreed to some overall objective

which requires respective agents to act accordingly. Examples of such an agreed upon ob-

jective could be to minimise the cost or to maximise the stability. Given such an objective,

the agents’ would also agree to sharing the overall utility gain. How can this share be

determined given the agents’ self-interest. The principle behind such agreements is the use

of some fairness axioms.

If there are many agents, Shapley Value, which provides a measure of an agent’s value

in cooperative efforts, is a canonical model of sharing the gain in utility. With many agents,
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it is plausible that some agents form smaller collaborative arrangements and choose actions

that help them more than the actions decided in the overall cooperative interaction. Many

permutations of coalitions, including single agent coalitions, can be formed. It is fair to

reward the agent whose presence leads to bigger gains, more than an agent whose presence

leads to smaller gains. In a Shapley value solution each agent’s utility gain share is com-

puted based on the agent’s value contribution to all possible coalitions (for the formulation

see ch. 9 of [20]). An underlying assumption in this solution is that the utilities are in

common units and are transferable. We next discuss Nash bargaining solution which is a

solution for two-agent cooperative interaction.

Nash bargaining solution (NBS) is a solution for sharing gains between two agents. A fair

division3 by NBS is a pair (x1, d1), (x2, d2) that maximises the product (u(x1)−d1)(u(x2)−

d2), where u(xi) is agent i’s utility from its share xi and di is agent i’s disagreement utility.

An agent’s disagreement utility is the utility the agent gets when it does not cooperate

and pursues outside options. Under a common utility scale for the agents and when the

disagreement utility is zero for each of the agents, i.e., di = 0, this product is maximised

when x1 = x2. We have assumed this equal split of the gains in our bilateral encounter

based models in Chapters 4 and 5.

The NBS may not meet some application requirements of monotonicity [27]. The NBS is

also open to manipulation in applications where there is limited observation. For instance

take an example of three identical agents bargaining to split one unit of a resource and

assume that each agent’s disagreement utility (di) is 0. Then the Nash product is maximized

at X = {1/3, 1/3, 1/3}. Now if the first agent misrepresents itself as two agents the Nash

product is maximized at X ′ = {1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4} resulting in 1/12 reduction of allocation

to the second and third agent due to manipulation by the first agent.

3Nash considered the following axioms make the solution for sharing the gains between two agents fair
[26]. The solution should be i.) independent of the scale used by the agents for measuring the utility
ii.) Pareto efficient, i.e., a given solution should not leave any unexploited gain iii.) symmetric so that the
solution does not discriminate a particular agent iv.) independent of irrelevant alternatives such that if a
certain solution is obtained for a bargaining problem and another bargaining problem is a subset of the
previous bargaining problem then the previous solution must apply for this subset problem.
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2.1.3.2 Non-cooperative game solutions

In a non-cooperative interaction, the agents behave strategically, i.e., each agent acts to

pursue the outcome that maximises the utility to the agent. Thus to determine benefit from

a strategy an agent has to evaluate the possible outcome pursuant to other agents’ strategies.

To formally describe the solutions in this subsection, we introduce the following nota-

tion. In an interaction of n agents, let Si define the possible strategy choices of agent i.

Let s = (s1, ..., si, ...sn) be the profile of strategies chosen by the agents in which si ∈ Si

is the strategy chosen by agent i. We denote the profile of strategies chosen by all agents

other than i by s−i. Thus s−i = (s1, ..., si−1, si+1...sn) and the strategy profile s is written

as (si, s−i). Let S−i denote the set of possible strategy profiles of agents other than i. We

let ui(si, s−i) denote the utility of agent i for the strategy profile (si, s−i).

Consistent with our pursuit of solutions that have low cognitive overhead for the agents,

we will be exploring pure strategy solutions. Mixed strategy by definition is a randomised

choice of strategy, thus the decision to select the strategy decision requires the agent to

evaluate of payoffs under all possible randomizations. We will further aim to seek dominant

strategy solutions, i.e., where an agent has a strategy which yields the best possible outcome

to the agent. With such a strategy, an agent need not be burdened with evaluating the

other agents’ information and preferences. A dominant strategy is defined as following.

Definition 3. Dominant strategy : For agent i, the strategy s∗i is a dominant strategy if

ui(s
∗
i , s−i) ≥ ui(si, s−i) for any si ∈ Si and s−i ∈ S−i, where Si is the set of possible strate-

gies of agent i and S−i is the set of possible profile of strategies of agents other than i.

Non-cooperative game solutions under complete information In a non-cooperative

game, the strategy profile whereby each agent maximises its utility given the strategies of

other agents is a stable solution. This profile of respective best strategies is called Nash

equilibrium (NE) [28], formally defined below.
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Definition 4. Nash Equilibrium is a strategy set (s∗i , s
∗
−i) such that ui(s

∗
i , s
∗
−i) ≥ ui(si, s∗−i)

for every i = 1, ..., n, and every si ∈ Si, where Si is the set of possible strategies of agent i.

Thus NE yields outcome such that the agent gets a utility at least as high as that

which could be gotten from any other strategy, given the strategies of the other agents, i.e.,

unilateral deviation by the agent may reduce its own utility. We show an example.

Example 2.5. We consider an interaction between agents A and B, both wanting to engage

a common service. A has two possible strategies, namely a1 and a2 and B has three possible

strategies, namely b1, b2 and b3. The payoffs under various strategy profiles are depicted

in Table 2.1 in the respective cell, e.g., when A choose a2 and B chooses b1, A’s payoff is 4

and B’s payoff is 1. In this interaction if B chooses b1, the best strategy for A is a2; when

B chooses b2, the best strategy for A is a2 and when B chooses b3 the best strategy for A is

a1. Conversely when A chooses a1, the best strategy for B is b3, whereas when A chooses

a2, the best strategy for B is b2. Thus (a1, b3) and (a2, b2) are the respective best strategies,

i.e., a NE. Here if A chose a2 and B chose to deviate from b2 to say b3 then B gets 3 which

is less than 4 in the equilibrium (a2, b2).

Table 2.1: Payoffs for AB interaction
b1 b2 b3

a1 1.5, 3 2,3 3,4

a2 4,1 3,5 2,4

A mixed strategy NE always exists, though based on the agents’ utilities from the out-

comes, there may not be a pure strategy equilibrium or there may be more than one pure

strategy equilibria. When multiple equilibria exist, it may be difficult for the agents to

determine the equilibrium that will be played. This non-determinism may not suit the

regulator as well. A mixed strategy NE is non-deterministic because the strategy chosen

by an agent is randomised. When there are multiple equilibria, the equilibrium selection

by the agents requires that the agents have complete information and agree to choose spe-

cific strategies. However, if each agent has a dominant strategy such knowledge or strategy

agreement need not be assumed as irrespective of the knowledge each agent would choose
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its dominant strategy. We call such an equilibrium NE in dominant strategies. Such an

equilibrium results in a deterministic outcome. Our models in Chapters 5 and 6 pursue

such an equilibrium.

Non-cooperative game solution under incomplete information: Under incomplete

information an agent may have uncertainty about other agents’ types and thus would be

uncertain of how the other agents will act given their strategy choices. Under such a con-

dition, using a probability distribution of possible types, the agents can infer the expected

strategies of other agents and act to maximize their respective expected utility. The Nash

equilibrium for such expected utility maximization is called Bayes Nash equilibrium (BNE)

[28].

The models in this thesis have assumed that while an agent is aware of its own type

and is unaware of the others’ types, the probability distribution of the types is commonly

known to all the agents. We will illustrate by an example. In this two agent example only

one of the agents has incomplete knowledge; the same principle applies when all agents have

incomplete information.

Example 2.6. In an interaction agents A and B both engage a common service. They

each have two possible service requests, namely a1, a2 and b1, b2. Agent A can be in two

possible states. In state L it sends a large job, while in state S it sends a small job. Thus L

and S are agent A’s possible types. Consider that B cannot distinguish if A is in the L or

in the S state; agent A’s probability of being in state L is p and in state S is (1− p) which

are common knowledge. Leaves in Figure 2.1 depict the payoffs of the possible encounters,

e.g., when A is in L state and sends a small job with a2 service request and B happens to

send b2 request then A gets 2 and B gets 3 and when A sends a small job with a1 request

and B send b2 request then A gets 2 while B gets 4. The payoffs are common knowledge.

A solution to this game hinges on p, which is common knowledge. Agent B has to

reason about A’s action selection in state L and S respectively to make its own selection.

Agent A in turn must select action based on B’s reasoning of subjective evaluation which

may be captured as follows. What should B’s the action choice be if A chose a1 in state L
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p

(1-p)

Figure 2.1: Game for Example 2.6

Table 2.2: Payoffs when
p = 0.5

b1 b2
a1a1 2.5, 2.25 2.25, 2.75

a1a2 3.25, 2 3, 2.5

a2a1 2.25, 2.5 2.25, 2.25

a2a2 3, 2.25 3, 2

Table 2.3: Payoffs when
p = 0.2

b1 b2
a1a1 2.5, 2.4 2.4, 2

a1a2 3.7, 2 3.6, 1.6

a2a1 2.4, 2.5 2.4, 1.8

a2a2 3.6, 2.1 3.6, 1.4

and a2 in state H (and similar combinations)? Thus A’s strategies are viewed as tuples of

actions–A’s action choice in L state and A’s action choice in H state. Thus four possible

strategies conceived for A are a1a1, a1a2, a2a1 and a2a2. This small game can be depicted

by an equivalent normal form game with expected payoffs calculated as follows. Agent B’s

expected utility when it selects, say, b2 and A’s strategy of, say a1a2 is the expected payoff

over two possible states of A, i.e., 4p + 1.5(1 − p). We have shown a normal form payoff

table with p = 0.5 in Table 2.2. The strategy (a1a2, b2) turns out to be a pure strategy

equilibrium. However when p = 0.2, for which Table 2.3 shows the payoffs, (a1a2, b1) is the

pure strategy equilibrium.

Consider a game of incomplete information where n agents are choosing actions simulta-

neously and in which (i) an agent i has a finite set of possible actions Ai where i ∈ {1, ..., n},

(ii) the agent i’s type θi is from a finite type distribution denoted Θi, (iii) the agents have

common knowledge of the type distribution p(θ), and (iv) an agent’s utility function is

ui : A1 ×A2...×An ×Θ1 ×Θ2...×Θn → R.
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In this game an agent i, when its type is θi, assigns a probability of p(θ−i|θi) to other

agents being of type θ−i. An agent’s action choice depends on its type and if we consider

only pure strategies, a strategy si : Θi → Ai. An agent’s expected utility by choosing an

action ai when the other agents have a strategy s−i is given by

Eui((ai, s−i), θi) =
∑

θ−i∈Θ−i

p(θ−i|θi)ui((ai, s−i(θ−i), (θi, θ−i))

The Bayes Nash Equilibrium the is defined as

Definition 7. A pure strategy Bayes Nash Equilibrium (BNE) is the (si, s−i) such that for

every i = 1, ..., n, Eui(si, s−i) ≥ Eui(s′i, s−i) for any si, s
′
i ∈ Si.

Note that there may be more than one pure strategy BNE. A regulator seeking a deter-

ministic outcome will not find an interaction with multiple BNEs suitable. Furthermore,

the BNE is crucially dependent on the common knowledge of the type distribution. In

the example above we saw how the equilibrium differed when the probability distribution

changed (p = 0.5 and p = 0.2). How this common knowledge of p is established is ques-

tionable4 and hence while the incomplete information interactions are a reality, a solution

in dominant strategies may be desirable compared to BNE.

In some interactions under incomplete information BNE computation is not straight-

forward. This happens in multi-cycle games or when the game is modelled as an extensive

game at some decision point the common knowledge of p is not adequate to support the

reasoning or there is no knowledge of p. Consider the following example.

Example 2.8. Two agents can engage the services of the same resource and their payoffs are

dependent on how the common resource is engaged. Agent A has three possible strategies

namely work independently without engaging the common service, denoted Ind, engage the

common service with small load job (Sm) or engage it with a large load job (Lg). Agent

B has two possible strategies–to contract full (Ful) or to contract part (Par) of its load.

4The analysis in Chapter 5 shows how this belief is formed in a particular case for the model discussed
in the chapter.
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Assume that agent B can observe whether the common service is engaged by agent A or

not but cannot distinguish if the service is engaged for a small or for a large load. This

game is depicted by Figure 2.2 in which agent A’s and agent B’s strategies are identified by

red and blue edges, respectively.

Figure 2.2: Game for Example 2.8

In the above example if B observes that A has chosen to work independently then it has

a single agent decision to evaluate the payoffs on Par and Ful. What about when A chooses

Sm or Lg and the probability of choosing Sm is not known? Two concepts are useful in

analysing the underlying information uncertainty. An information set for an agent is the

set of decision nodes at which it has the same information. In the above diagram nodes 2.1

above and 2.1 below, the agent has the same information that A has engaged the service.

Thus both these nodes form part of the same information set for agent B. When A uses

Sm or Lg, B has to consider the likelihoods of A choosing Sm or Lg. This the concept of

belief. An agent’s beliefs are the probabilities that the agent assigns to various nodes in an

information set.

The solution concept of perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) can be used to reason

through the stable strategies in such cases. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium is a set of belief-

strategy pairs for each of the agents at each information set of the game under the conditions
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(i) the agent’s strategies are optimal given the agent’s beliefs and strategies of the other

agents and (ii) the beliefs are derived from strategies and commonly known probability

distribution, also called common prior, using Bayes rule. Note that this reasoning adds to

the computational overhead of the agents due to explosion of strategies over the cycles.

2.1.4 Common choice problem

Previously, we saw that there may be multiple possible equilibria leading to different

outcomes. Which of the outcomes will be chosen if the application requires a single outcome

to define the allocations? What is the solution if the agents have diverse preferences over

the outcomes. Consider the example below.

Example 2.9. Due to some generator or feeder maintenance the load must be curtailed

and different distribution centres need to accept some load shedding plan5. Consider three

distribution centres namely U, I and H having primarily university/institutional, industrial

and residential loads respectively. Suppose one of the following three load shedding plans

must be adopted (i) w1–20% cut across all centres, (ii) w2– no cut for industrial load and

30% cut in institutional and residential loads and (iii) w3– 10% cut in industrial load, a 15%

cut in institutional load and a 20% cut in residential load accompanied with a restriction

of maximum half an hour of electric vehicle charge per residential connection. Obviously I

prefers w2 to w3 to w1. Identifying the agent’s preference with relevant index, we can say

w2 %I w3 %I w1; w3 %U w1 %U w2 and possibly, w1 %H w3 %H w2. Which of these plans

will be a common choice?

This is a common choice problem. This selection can be cast as a bargaining problem.

Since endogenous determination of the disagreement utilities and truthful representation

by the agents in not natural, one can think of a regulator stepping in to implement some

selection rule [29]. Such a rule is known in the literature as a Social Choice Function (SCF).

Let A = {a1, a2, ..., am} be the set of outcome alternatives, and let N = {1, 2, ..., n} be the

set of agents. We denote agent i’s set of possible preference orderings over m outcomes

depending on its type as Li and the set of all possible preference orderings as Ln, i.e.,

5Presently jurisdiction dictates a particular load shedding plan.
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Ln = Li× ...×Ln. The SCF, denoted f , is a choice rule that specifies a particular outcome,

i.e., f : Ln → A. For a particular realisation of Ln, the SCF specifies some outcome

ak in A. The literature on social choice suggests some axioms of fairness6 that should

be considered by the selection rule [30]. The axioms together may be inconsistent7 and

the choice rule implementation requires that some conditions be relaxed. In engineering

systems the designer’s objective is central, the agents’ cognitive capabilities are limited and

in many cases the domain of preferences is more orderly than in social systems. We discuss a

choice rule implementation over orderly preferences in Chapter 6. The objectives that may

contribute to the designer’s agenda in an engineering application are discussed in Chapter

3.

While the regulator may not be able to control the agents directly, under quasi-linear

utility the regulator can induce agents’ preferences by including a payment associated with

an outcome. A positive payment increases and a negative payment decreases the preference

for a choice. The general problem is to implement a choice function f , which is addressed

by the theory of Mechanism Design.

2.1.5 Mechanism Design

A Mechanism is an interaction design that induces desirable choices by influencing

actions of agents. The design concept is depicted in Figure 2.3 known as the Mount-Reiter

diagram. Here the regulator wants that given any preference profile ln realization, in the

6A fair choice rule should have the following properties.

(i) Pareto efficiency : For a given preference profile, an outcome that is dominated for all agents can not
be the selected outcome. This also implies that an outcome that is top choice for all agents should
be the common choice.

(ii) The choice function should be monotonic in the sense that if the rule chooses an outcome under a
preference profile and the support of preferences for this outcome is higher under a new preference
profile then the rule should select the same outcome for the new preference profile.

(iii) The choice function should be non-manipulable, i.e., an agent by misrepresenting its preference order,
should not be able to get a choice outcome that is higher in its preference than what the choice
outcome would have been if the agent had declared its preference order truthfully.

(iv) The domain should be unrestricted, i.e., the rule should operate on any possible realisation of prefer-
ence orderings.

(v) The choice should be non-dictatorial, i.e., there should not be an agent such that an outcome is the
common choice if and only if it is the top choice of that particular agent.

7By the Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem [21], when the number of possible outcomes is greater than two,
each outcome is a possible choice due to some preference profile and the agents’ preferences are unrestricted
then a non-manipulatble and non-dictatorial choice function cannot be designed.
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space of possible profiles Ln, the regulator achieves an outcome that is in the set of desirable

outcomes A. The designer hence has introduced (i) a rule g, which is called a game form,

and declared (ii) a set of messages (actions) that the agents can provide to the regulator.

A game form is a set of possible games and a particular game in g applies to the particular

message profile from the agents such that the rule outcome maps to an outcome in the

desirable set A. The mechanism, thus, is the tuple 〈M, g〉 and is declared to the agents.

Thus the agents know what message profiles achieve what outcomes in A and this induces a

game among the agents where they need to choose respective messages, i.e., the equilibrium,

to get the respective best outcome.

Ln A

f

M

gEquilibrium

Figure 2.3: Mount-Reiter diagram of mechanism [31]

Why should an agent participate in a mechanism? We will assume that a given mech-

anism provides the best chance to the agents to improve from the current state. At the

minimum we require that the participating agents have non-negative gains. Another fair-

ness axiom that we will impose is that no agent should gain by misrepresentation. These are

the conditions of individual rationality and incentive compatibility introduced in Chapter 1.

How the regulator chooses A, M and g is context dependent. Technical constraints or

the particularity of the regulator’s agenda may define the set of acceptable outcomes, i.e.,

the set A. If we assume that the agents prefer certainty to uncertainty then they should

prefer a pure, instead of mixed, strategy Nash equilibrium, resulting in particular message

profiles. The regulator then can map M to A by providing required incentives and penalties.

Chapter 6 shows a procedure for a specific preference domain where assuming quasi-linear

utility function, we influence the agents’ preferences by supporting payments. The analysis

in that chapter is for a direct mechanism. In a direct mechanism the regulator gets the

report of type profile instead of message profile. For quasilinear utilities the rule g can be
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implemented via an allocation and payment rule (f, p), where f is the allocation function

which yields the choice outcome ak in A for a particular realisation of types and p is a

payment function which yields the inducement or penalty given the type realisation. The

mechanism then would be 〈θ, (f, p)〉, where the arguments of f and p are (θi, θ−i).

2.2 Definitions from analysis and topology

We capture some definitions and results from mathematical analysis and topology that

are used in proofs in the subsequent chapters. We are interested in understanding the range

in which our equilibrium solutions lie and the solution stability. We want them to lie in

a relevant range. The topological concepts help us establish the mapping of our solutions

and the stability as discussed in Chapter 5.

Definition 10. Metric Space: A set X is a metric space if there exists a distance metric

d : X ×X → R such that

1. d(x, y) = d(y, x) for all x, y ∈ X

2. d(x, y) ≥ 0 for all x, y ∈ X and d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y

3. d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) for all x, y, z ∈ X.

In the relevant models in this thesis, the set X is a subset of the set of real numbers R and

the concept of distance we apply is the absolute difference between two points in the set of

points in X.

Sequence, Cauchy Sequence

A sequence of points {xn} in a metric space (X, d) is a function from N to X, i.e.,

f(n) = xn is a unique point xn in X. A sequence is said to converge to a point x ∈ X if for

each ε > 0 there exists N such that d(xn, x) < x whenever n > N .

A sequence is a Cauchy sequence if for every real number ε > 0 there exists N such

that d(xm, xn) < ε whenever m,n ≥ N .

Definition 11. Complete Metric Space A metric space in which every Cauchy sequence

{xn} converges to a point p is called a complete metric space.
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Figure 2.4: A contraction example

If a solution maps to a complete metric space, the convergence properties are useful in

exploring the uniqueness of the solution. Following definitions are required.

Definition 12. Contraction [32]: Let (X, d) be a metric space with a mapping f : X →

X. The mapping is a contraction if there exists 0 ≤ α < 1 such that d(f(x1), f(x2)) ≤

αd(x1, x2) ∀x1, x2 ∈ X.

Figure 2.4 associated with the example below shows the contraction graphically.

Example 2.13. Consider a metric space (X, d), where X = [0, 4] and d is the absolute

distance between the points. Figure 2.4 shows a function f , defined on X. We see that

|f(x1)− f(x2)| < |x1−x2| . Due to concavity of the function f we can find some α = 1− ε,

where ε is an arbitrarily small number so that we meet the requirement d(f(x1), f(x2)) ≤

αd(x1, x2) ∀x1, x2 ∈ X.

Use of contraction allows us to conclude the eventual uniqueness of a solution with

reducing argument of the function. This is given by the following result.

Theorem 2.14. Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem [32]: If (X, d) is a complete metric

space and if f : X → X is a contraction, then f has a unique fixed point in X.

We have used the above in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3

Artificial agents, allocation objectives and a review of

approaches

In engineering systems we envisage the agents to be artificial, i.e., the agents would

be devices which are embedded with some cognitive capabilities. This chapter provides a

perspective on the goals that may define a regulator’s agenda ω, in a system for artificial

agents. The chapter also reviews some of the allocation approaches from the literature with

respect to these goals.

3.1 Capabilities of artificial agents

The agents, devices embedded with cognitive capabilities, may be interacting in unat-

tended mode or with human intervention. The core cognitive capabilities of such systems

would include sensing the environmental parameters, analysing the parameters to build a

view of the interaction environment, e.g., estimating one’s own type and the other agents’

types, optimising the action that maximises its utility in the interaction and implementing

the chosen action [33]. Figure 3.1 provides a schematic of these capabilities. In a system,

the inputs and outputs are tightly defined by the designer. The inputs could be in the

nature of level, sensing of which provides the agent information of, say, the particularity of

another agent’s message or a bid or the number of participants. Similarly, an agent’s action

of an output level is interpreted by the other agents in the particular context. Limited com-

putational capability of an agent and the limited input-output definition restrict an agent’s

cognitive perception and the potential actions that the agent may take when undesirable
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events occur. In the human intervention mode additional environmental information may

result in some revised objectives or rules which the intelligent agent would utilise to choose

the action.

Rule base
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Actuator
actions

Environment
R
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Figure 3.1: Capabilities of an artificial agent

Specific implementation of an artificial agent would be governed by the application

requirements, the interaction environment and the costs. In some cases the rule base and

the optimization blocks could be externalised. The lesser the cognitive functions the simpler

and less costly would be the implementation. In an interaction that has a dominant strategy

equilibrium, the agent can operate with a lookup table as the optimiser component. This and

other considerations should define the regulator’s agenda ω. We next provide a perspective

on the goals that may define the regulator’s agenda in a system with artificial agents.

3.2 Allocation objectives and the regulator’s role

Alternate designs with varying roles for the regulator in affecting the allocations are pos-

sible. The appropriateness of the design is dependent on the characteristics of the agents,

the size of agent population and the objectives that need to be pursued. We perceive a

regulator’s objectives in four categories, namely (1) throughput, (2) fairness to agents,

(3) stability and (4) regulation cost. These categories may be alternately named in partic-

ular environments. Figure 3.2 depicts some of the subordinate goals that may support the

main category of goals. Some of these sub-goals may have an influence on a goal other than

the parent goal. Such influences are not depicted in the figure. Since the agenda is that
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of the regulator, it may have its own decision rules, such as weighted aggregation or some

other composite ranking, incorporating these goals.

Recall the Gibbard-Satterhwaite Theorem and related discussion in Section 2.1.4 and

Section 2.1.5. Any agenda chosen by the regulator is a common choice problem and there

are inherent implementation limitations under unrestricted preferences of agents. Since the

models in this thesis assume quasilinear utility, we will assume that the regulator will in-

fluence the agents to agree to an agenda via payments or penalties when required. Thus

in the discussion that follows, we assume that the regulator institutes a direct mechanism

〈θ, (f, p)〉, where given the type realisation θ, the mechanism allocates f(θi, θ−i) to agent

i and charges it a payment of p(θi, θ−i) and the agent i gets a net of payment utility of

ui(f(θi, θ−i)). If F is the set of agenda feasible mechanisms, the regulator would evaluate

all mechanisms in F to select the optimal.

Regulator’s agenda

Throughput

Sum of utilities

Worst sum of utilities

Total cost

Fairness to agents

Individually rational

Incentive compatible

QOS

Monotonically rewarding

Anonymous

Stability

Participation spread

Less volatile

Reduced disutility

Regulation cost

Figure 3.2: A perspective of a regulator’s agenda

In an allocation there may be some system level throughput goals that the regulator

wants to optimize. These could include maximising the sum of utilities of the agents or the
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sum of a surrogate measure, i.e., the regulator must choose the mechanism

argmax
f∈F

∑
i

Eui(f(θi, θ−i))

As an example if the agents’ utilities are increasing functions of data transferred then the

regulator may aim for an allocation design that maximises the total data transfer across

all agents. A throughput goal could be to minimise the total cost of allocated items which,

consequently, may not correspond to maximisation of utilities. In a non-deterministic allo-

cation, a throughput goal could be to maximise the worst-case sum of utilities.

argmin
θ∈Θ

∑
i

ui(f(θi, θ−i)) ≥ argmin
θ∈Θ

∑
i

ui(f
′(θi, θ−i))

The fairness goals directly impact the agents and make the mechanism participation worth-

while to the agents. Non-negative utility from the interaction is fundamental for agents’

participation. This is the individual rationality condition, i.e., for the participating agent

Eui(f(θi, θ−i)) ≥ 0. Incentive compatibility, while needed by the regulator to pursue a

defined outcome, may be considered fair by an agent so that some other agent does not

gain by misrepresentation. Under the mechanism 〈θ, (f, p)〉, we must have Eui(f(θi, θ−i)) ≥

Eui(f(θ′i, θ−i)). Some agents may have particular quality of service (QOS) needs. As an

example an agent may require a minimum bandwidth allocation to meet its own goals. The

objective may be defined in terms of the disagreement utility discussed in Section 2.1.3.1.

If di(θi) represents the utility of agent i for the minimum allocation that meets its QOS ob-

jective, then the mechanisms that provide Eui(f(θi, θ−i)) ≥ di(θi) are feasible. To consider

this objective the regulator must have complete knowledge of each i’s di(θi).

The agents may also want monotonicity of allocation in the sense that the agent that con-

tributes more to the regulator’s agenda must get better allocation, i.e., when φ(f(θi, θ−i)) ≥

φ(f(θ′i, θ−i)) it must be that Eui(f(θi, θ−i)) ≥ Eui(f(θ′i, θ−i)). As an example an efficient

DG may have an expectation that more electricity purchase must be allocated to it com-
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pared to a less efficient DG when the regulator is aiming to minimise the cost of electricity

purchase. In applications, anonymity may desired by an agent to prevent holdouts or ma-

nipulation against the agent. Under incomplete observation though, anonymity may allow

an agent to assume multiple identities to its benefit, an example is given in Section 3.3.1.

Anonymity may be formalised by the condition that for all agents j and k having the same

type, say θl it must be that Eujf(θl, θ−l)) = Euk(f(θl, θ−l)).

Stability goals are the goals that reflect a steady allocation performance. The partici-

pation spread is the proportion of agents who get to gainfully participate in the allocation

mechanism. A regulator may require a certain level of participation to ensure the through-

put goals. Volatility in terms of the spread of best possible outcome to worst possible

outcome may have to be controlled so that the agents continue to participate and the

throughput objective(s) are met. Under resource constraints, an allocation scheme may

cause disutility, a reduction of utility, to some of the agents. For example accommodating

an agent which has a high bandwidth requirement, may cause disutility to most other agents

and such disutility will need to be managed.

The regulation cost is the cost of making the allocation decisions. In allocation mecha-

nisms under complete information, a regulator bears the cost of ensuring good information

and verification. Under incomplete information, the cost of mechanism administration in-

cluding the incentive inducements that the regulator may need to provide form part of

regulation cost. Some of the regulation cost is also borne by the agents in terms of process-

ing the allocation-specific messages and responding with actions.

Given the regulator’s agenda and the agents’ willingness to participate, ideal solutions

would be those in which dominant strategy equilibrium leads to the allocations which are

optimal with respect to the regulator’s agenda. Specific allocation mechanisms may work

when the agenda is single dimensional. As an example, the optimal auction mechanism

provided by Myerson enables the regulator to maximise the revenue via use of a reserve

price while in single item allocation [34]. A standardized approach to seek a dominant
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strategy solution in a multi-objective agenda is not sought in this thesis. We just relate to

some of the regulator’s objectives while discussing our models in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Note

also that our models in Chapter 4 do not have a dominant strategy solution.

3.3 A review of allocation approaches

Next we outline some canonical allocation approaches proposed in engineering applica-

tions. We categorise them as approaches under (i) complete information or (ii) incomplete

information. We restrict the discussion to the settings where there are multiple providers

and multiple seekers. These settings motivate the models in this thesis.

3.3.1 Allocation approaches under complete information

We classify the complete information approaches in cooperative and non-cooperative

approaches. Cooperative approaches include those based on a direct assignment by the

regulator, agent-wise value computation or Nash bargaining. These approaches are subject

to the feasibility of ensuring complete information, i.e., feasibility of the regulation costs.

The anonymity objective does not hold under Nash bargaining.

Given some regular objective function such as cost minimization or benefit maximiza-

tion, algorithmic solutions of bipartite matching [35] between the resource holders and

resource seekers can provide optimal allocations. The assumptions of complete information

and cooperation related to the objective function are implicit in these assignment algorithms

apart from the assumption of insignificance of agents’ self-interest. Under quasilinear util-

ity, a canonical model [36] provides the maximum sum of utilities allocation by solving the

linear programming dual of a cooperative game between coalitions of providers and seek-

ers. Using this model, Ho and Valaee propose a throughput maximization rule to match

and allocate repeaters to antennas in the design of link layer for railway mobile systems [37].

The existence of equilibrium is proven for a closed system of seekers and providers under

some assumptions including the convexity of consumption and production sets, concavity
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of the utility functions [38]. In this system the equilibrium prices are such that each seeker

gets an optimal bundle and each provider produces an optimal bundle. The regulator could

assign allocations, if this equilibrium could be computed. How to find this equilibrium has

been difficult and only recently for simplified utility functions, some algorithmic solutions

have been found [39], [40].

A method for cooperative allocation is via Shapley value (Section 2.1.3.1) assignment.

Using Shapley value, Faria et al. design a method for allocation of generation quota to

participating hydro electric generators [41]. Note however that such implementations have

strict information requirements as the computation of value contribution to a coalition is

based on a complete disclosure. Some operational aspects are critical; how the permuta-

tions will be identified must be known, the adherence to the coalition strategies must be

ensured and the division of proceeds must be agreed to. The application proposals in the

literature provide very limited guidance for these aspects of implementation. In dynamic

settings though, evolutionary strategies such as those based on an incremental protocol for

determining agents’ permutations and admissible actions [42] or a methodical averaging [43]

have been proposed.

Nash bargaining has been widely proposed in technical applications. Examples include

sub-carrier allocation among users to maximize the system rate in a given wireless network

[44], residual bandwidth allocation for data rate variable services in high-speed networks

[22], and allocation of remote jobs to computers in a large grid when the computers’ interest

is to execute as many local jobs as possible [45]. We discussed the Nash bargaining solution

(NBS) for two agents in Chapter 2. For n agents the allocation vector X = {x1, x2...xn}

that maximizes the Nash product
∏

i=1..n
(u(xi)− di) would be the NBS. Here u(xi) is agent

i’s utility from allocation xi and di is its disagreement utility1. Note that the solution

identification requires information of u(xi) and di, i.e, every agent’s utility function and the

minimum acceptable allocation must be known. We noted (in Section 2.1.3.1) that NBS is

1In an allocation application this disagreement utility will relate to the residual allocation the agent has
without participating in the mechanism.
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open to manipulation in applications where there is limited observation.

Rubinstein’s alternating offer model provides a foundation for non-cooperative Nash

bargaining [18]. Under the model an agent makes an offer to the other agent who may

accept it or respond with a counteroffer which, if rejected, leads to repetition of the process

with the first agent making a fresh offer. Diminishing returns due to costs of waiting for

the agreement induces a particular upfront solution depending on who initiates the offer

sequence. Extensions to this model via specific sequence of offers and game participation

procedures are proposed for n-agent bargaining [46], [47] and could be considered for allo-

cation. In these approaches additional regulation costs are incurred in the sequence design

and implementation. Moreover, the cognitive effort on the part of the agents, who now have

to reason about the possible equilibria under sequence of offers, increases.

3.3.2 Allocation approaches under incomplete information

Under incomplete information a non-cooperative approach is more natural. Can the

autonomous self–interested agents acting under incomplete information come to some allo-

cation arrangement by themselves akin to the traditional market where there is no central

intervention? In a traditional market the process of establishing allocations is that of search

and bargaining process. Agents search for potential partners and make take-it-or-leave-it

offers or they engage in offer-counteroffer bargaining. Since the search has costs, an agent

limits the search to the point when the expected benefit from the search is less than the

additional search cost. Under idealized conditions of zero search costs and an infinitely

large number of agents the equilibria converge; this leads to steady allocations at a fixed

price which is the intersection of demand and supply curve [48]. Under these conditions no

agent by itself can force the price and the allocation. Thus the agent can pursue agreement

with the dominant strategy of truthfully making the best possible offer. Engineering sys-

tems may differ in a few ways. Cognitive limitations of agents in an engineering application

and practically finite populations call for alternate approaches. Some allocation objectives

may not be addressable by unstructured posted offers and an exogenous protocol may be

required. We categorize below two classes of approaches that differ in interaction procedure
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but are exogenously administered.

3.3.2.1 Auction based allocation approaches

Exogenous mechanisms under incomplete information include one-sided auction, double

auction and matching with bargaining which are conducted under a protocol enforced by a

regulator. In one-sided auctions an agent desiring to release/seek a resource may invite of-

fers by announcing an auction and selecting the best offer received. This induces a Bayesian

game among the agents who are invitees to bid. Such mechanisms are proposed in some

engineering environments. As examples, one-sided auction is proposed for relay nodes to

allocate transmit power to users in a wireless network [49], for loads to purchase power from

generators [50] and for a system operator to purchase reactive power from suppliers [51].

For a setting with several agents on each side, the one-sided auction based approach

works only when a protocol exists that defines who gets to auction and when. Moreover,

avoiding possibly unending auction announcements by various participants is necessary

for the allocation process conclusion. A suggested protocol is that of continuous open

announcements by individual providers and seekers where a provider may accept any seeker’s

offer at any time and similarly a seeker may accept a provider’s offer at any time. This

method requires the regulator to define the time window for auctions and on the agents’

part, the method requires use of some decision rule related to waiting or accepting the

best available offer. Alternatively a regulator may call for auctions for seeking resources

and providing resources separately and use some algorithm to determine the allocations.

Such a method is called a double auction. Algorithms include bipartite matching where

the offers are sorted in some order and the seeker with the highest offer is matched to

exchange resource with the provider with the lowest offer [52]. In a common implementation

sometimes called static double auction, a central authority privately takes in the offers from

resource providers and resource seekers and then collates them to find the value, called

market clearing price (MCP), at which resources demanded match the resources offered

and the allocations are made by exchanging the resources at this value [53]. Application

proposals for resource allocation [54], for spectrum allocation [55], [56] and for electricity
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supply [57] use double auction protocols. If communication among the agents is possible, it

is conceivable that the agents on one side get together and hold out to maximize their value

from the transaction. It is also possible that each side gets together and holds out, which

results in no transaction. Such holdouts impact the throughput goals. Such communication

and collusion may not occur if the number of agents is very high.

3.3.2.2 Matching and bargaining based allocation approaches

In matching with bargaining based approaches a matching protocol brings two agents

together who then bargain for transfer of the resource. The overall allocation is an accumu-

lation from a series of such bilateral agreements. After a matching, the encounter between

the two agents can be modelled by a non-cooperative game. The initial characterization of

bargaining between two agents under two-sided incomplete information was given by Chat-

terjee and Samuelson [58]. For a given probability distribution of types, the same work also

showed the possibility of multiple equilibria. This is because the agents bid based on their

belief of the bidding strategy of the other side and there are infinitely large number of possi-

ble belief sets each of which leads to an equilibrium. In the setting of uniformly distributed

types Myerson and Satterthwaite [59] provide a truthful dominant strategy mechanism, i.e.,

the best strategy for the agents is to declare their valuations truthfully. Under this mech-

anism a regulator privately receives the valuations for the item from the provider and the

seeker. For a normalized valuation of 1, the regulator concludes the transfer if the seeker’s

reported value is greater than the provider’s reported value by at least 1/4, thus missing

allocation opportunities when the difference is less than 1/4.

Several matching and bargaining models are discussed in the literature [48], [60], [61],

[62], [63]. These models aim to explain the market equilibrium via a series of bilateral non-

cooperative interactions. The are dynamic, i.e., the models incorporate repeated cycles of

matching. The agents randomly search for partners for allocation and exit upon bargaining

agreement. Cycles of matching and bargaining are repeated for the remaining agents. The

models vary with respect to participant entry and exit specifications, cost of participation,

cost of waiting and the matching technology which impacts the underlying non-cooperative
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game specification. Technology may match one provider with one seeker or one provider

with a random number of seekers. For the former a bilateral bargaining model applies and

for the latter a non-cooperative game of auction applies. The models in the literature pursue

convergence results under conditions such as nearly infinite population, infinitesimally low

waiting and participation costs. Using random matching for scheduling interactions is

attractive as it reduces the strictness of protocols. In a non-dynamic setting a random

matching along with a random proposer, also known as random dictatorship [20], is an

alternate model in which the randomly chosen proposer can make “a take it or leave it”

offer to the counterpart. As the offers can be at any level that yields positive expected gain,

the allocations are probabilistic and over a range of values. An application of the approach

has been proposed to enable redistribution of channels by the secondary wireless spectrum

users [64].

3.4 Discussion

Some of the regulator’s goals may be at a conflict with another of the regulator’s goals.

The goals then must be reasoned for a balance. As an example we saw that the QOS

requirement of high bandwidth was in conflict with reducing disutility to the agents. The

application and the environment influence the goals to pursue. Allocation approaches will

differ in the regulator’s ability to pursue the objectives. Complete information approaches

increase the regulation cost and violate anonymity. Incomplete information models provide

anonymity but bilateral encounter based models may not maximise the sum of utilities.

There are regulation costs of stricter protocol and additional cognitive overhead on the

agents in approaches using one-sided auctions in many-to-many allocations. The regulation

cost in double auction approaches would be less than those using one-sided auctions. The

double auction approaches may limit participation in some cases as we discuss in the next

chapter. Matching and bargaining approaches may be simpler to implement but do not

yield deterministic allocations.
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CHAPTER 4

Allocation via bilateral bargaining

4.1 Introduction

This chapter explores allocation models using bilateral encounters. In these models the

regulator’s role in affecting the allocations is limited. We consider the contexts in which

there may be multiple resource or service providers and multiple resource or service seekers.

A regulator can make effective allocations if it has complete knowledge of the participation

structure and the characteristics of the agents. Decentralized allocations may be desirable

when the participation structure is not definitive, for example when the system consists

of on-the-fly assembly of participants engaged in particular interactions. In such cases the

identity of the agents and their characteristics are not fixed. In systems with on-the-fly

participants the regulator’s uncertainty arises due to reasons including (i) variability of

participating types and respective utility functions, (ii) variability of decision horizons as

some cognitively superior participants1 may be able to evaluate the choice of strategy over a

longer horizon compared to an agent whose embedded cognitive machinery is limited due to

processor or memory constraints and (iii) the agents’ respective contexts may pose varying

timeliness requirements.

Traditional markets have thrived despite a lack of definiteness of agent population struc-

ture. We explore if a similar process could be used for allocations in multi-agent systems.

1As an example an agent may have the ability to run a dynamic program to evaluate the strategy choices
in a large extensive game, whereas another agent may have the ability to reason about the strategy choice
over a few cycles only.
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Consider a bazaar market in which the buyers looking for specific goods search for suppliers

selling the particular goods. The buyers and sellers use their own decision algorithms to

set a possible level of price at which they will agree to deal and upon encounter with the

counterpart, bargain if required to reach or improve on this level. The underlying process is

that of search and bargaining and there is no regulator or central authority that decides who

is to trade with whom and at what price. Mimicking the process, albeit with simplifying

assumptions, we develop two models described in this chapter. We call these models multi-

cycle model and single-cycle model respectively. Due to the limits of cognitive capability of

the artificial agents compared to human agents and the need for some regulation2 , our mod-

els differ from traditional markets. We explore the models in the context of electricity trade.

The chapter is organised as follows. We first provide the context, the current approaches

and some allocation proposals from the literature. Next, we describe the multi-cycle model,

discuss its equilibrium, the parameters that can be used for regulation and some of the

needs that the model does not address. We then examine a single-cycle model, discuss the

equilibrium and regulation possibilities under the model. These models were presented in

the IEEE conferences [65], [66]. We highlight the difficulties with the models and conclude

with some comments.

4.2 Model context and electricity trading models

Inspired by the traditional market mechanism, we choose the context of electricity trad-

ing in a microgrid. With improved technologies and introduction of suitable business models

a high penetration of distributed energy resources (DER) (which include distributed gener-

ators (DGs) and battery based sources) is expected. In a microgrid we can expect a large

number of electricity suppliers and loads, each driven by their own utility maximization

objective. We explore the allocation of electricity generated to the loads purely from the

consideration of respective self- interests.

2We are considering the designs in which healing or self-regulation capabilities do not exist.
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Currently, competitive market mechanisms operate in short term, day-ahead and real-

time energy markets where the number of participants such as system operators, large

consumers, producers or intermediary aggregators is limited. These mechanisms are based

on bilateral negotiations, [67], auctions [68] or market clearing price (MCP) determination.

The literature about competitive mechanisms at the retail level, where the participants

are a large number of small or medium producers and residential or small or medium in-

dustrial consumers, is limited. In most jurisdictions a bulk buyer purchases electricity from

the retail power producers (DGs) at fixed rates. The rates may be based on the technology

used as the jurisdictions provide incentives for some technologies. Thus solar, gas or wind

energy producers may have different rates. The consumers pay for electricity by fixed rates

which are at best differentiated by the level of consumption. At the retail level, rates may

be different for residential and industrial consumers. Thus consumers and producers in a

class are treated alike and competitive mechanisms are not available to retail consumers

or DGs. With increased technology maturity and high penetration of DGs, the rate based

mechanism will not be sustainable and a market based mechanism will be required.

At the microgrid level trading proposals include aggregation of producers and consumers

within a microgrid, with the microgid as an entity optimizing its welfare while entering into

bilateral negotiations or auction transactions [69], [70]. Optimization of the net power cost

within a microgrid requires that individual cost information be known to the optimization

program [69]. Some models may assume identical hourly costs to optimize power alloca-

tion to buyers across the time slots [70]. Saad, Han and Poor [71] consider a model where

the payoff allocation within a coalition of microgrid participants and hence the pricing to

participants is based on common knowledge of individual costs or values of the participants

within a coalition. Extension of an MCP to microgrid level [72], can limit participation by

pricing out some producers and consumers.

Depending on the valuation distribution among the agents, the MCP-based approach

provides the regulator some control of allocation volume based on what it determines as
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the MCP. The MCP also impacts the agents’ utilities. Regulation cost in sorting the

bids to determine the MCP increases when the number of agents increases. Instead of

this centralised determination, our proposed model views the market as a set of bilateral

transactions between self-interested generators and consumers.

4.3 Multi-cycle allocation model

Inspired by the traditional bazaar market, our model is based on pairwise DG-load en-

counters similar to what one encounters to negotiate a trade. In a bazaar each participant

is self-interested, seeking to maximise its benefit from the trade, the seller trying to sell at

the highest possible price and the buyer trying to buy at the lowest possible price. Each

participant has its own value expectation based on which it makes a bid or offer. The

transaction concludes if the bids are compatible, e.g., a buyer’s bid is equal to or higher

than the seller’s bid. In the absence of an agreement, the participants remain in the mar-

ket to explore further. Traditional markets are characterised by diverse participants. The

agents have varying cognitive capabilities and each agent having decision process that spans

differing horizon and has differing complexity. The agents have varying urgency of use or

disposal of the goods. The markets are also characterized various signals of persuasion and

influence such as clean store, selling pitch, posturing, buyers tone and so on. Most of these

markets also have free entry and exit.

With DGs and loads of limited cognitive capability, we need a simplified model. In

our model the traditional market’s search process is enabled by random matching. Let us

call the model matching market. One DG is randomly picked to match with one randomly

picked load. Each DG and load in the matched pair exchange their bids. The bargaining

process is mimicked by settling a deal at the average of the bids from DG and the load,

when the bids are compatible, i.e., the loads bid is same or higher than the DG’s bid.

The theoretical basis for such a mechanism is available in the matching and bargaining

literature of economics [48] which tries to model the trade process via buyer-seller encoun-
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ters (matching) followed by bargaining to conclude trade or resume search in absence of

agreement. The primary focus of this literature has been the conditions under which the

matching and bargaining leads to a competitive market price as postulated by intersection

of supply and demand curves in perfectly competitive markets. In matching and bargaining

each transaction can be viewed as a non-cooperative game-theoretic interaction between

two participants. A participant may have multiple strategy choices in such an interaction.

Participants using respective best strategies is a stable strategy set, i.e., Nash equilibrium.

By varying the procedures of matching and subsequent bargaining various mechanisms are

possible [60], [63], [62]. We follow an approach similar to that of Serrano [60] who evaluates

the possibility of competitive market equilibrium via pairwise transactions.

4.3.1 Model assumptions

For our model we abstract away the constraints of real-time voltage and frequency

requirements and assume no flow constraints within the microgrid. We also abstract away

the constraints due to microgrid’s interconnected operation with the main grid. Such a

microgrid can be modelled as a single bus network, with grid interconnection at the bus (

Figure 4.1).

  

To Grid

Figure 4.1: Sample Microgrid

In comparison to the traditional markets, for the artificial agents in our context we have

made following simplifying assumptions.

(i) The allocation decision horizon is limited to the number of cycles per the model. Each

encounter spans one cycle.

(ii) Cognitive process is uniform across the agents and each agent is considered as self-

interested utility maximiser.

(iii) No signals other than the agents’ bids are allowed.
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(iv) The search is limited within the same market, i.e., external options are less attractive

to the agents thus the agents remain available for matching till they are successful.

The analysis that follows will assume equal number of DGs and loads at the start of

the market. We explore the results of atomic transactions when the agents act myopically,

i.e., with a decision horizon equal to that of the number of cycles, and with limited signals.

These conditions suit low cost agent construction.

Each DG has its own cost (cost of production/storage and plant maintenance) and

similarly each buyer has his/her own value for electricity; for example, a factory trying to

meet urgent production requirement may be willing to pay more for electricity in a period

compared to a consumer who can schedule the load at some other time. We identify this

particularity of agent’s cost or value as its type.

4.3.2 Mechanics and parameters of the model

Our model operates as follows. The matching process is run for allocations for the given

time of the day. For another time of the day another process is run. A regulator conducts

the process of random matching in cycle. In the first cycle say N pairs of DGs and loads

match. The agents predetermine their bids and when they are matched, the bid of each

agent in the pair is revealed to the other agent. When the bids are compatible, they are

averaged to define the trade price and the DG and the load in that pair exit. Those who do

not have compatible bids remain available for random matching in the next cycle. Following

are the parameters in the model.

1. The designated number of cycles (T ) in a matching market are declared in advance

to the agents.

2. There is a participation cost of β that each agent pays.

3. The agents can bid either vh or vl, where vh is greater than vl.

4. Each trade is for some units of electricity (say w) for the given time of the day.

5. The number of participants (N) on each side.
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The restriction of bid levels (to vh and vl only) is aimed to simplify the agents’ decision

process, though we will realise shortly that under incomplete information there are still

uncertainties to sort out. Literature has explored bilateral encounters with no restraints

on the bids and the results show multiple equilibria. As an example, for a particular dis-

tribution of agent types, Chatterjee and Samuelson [58] showed multiplicity of optimal bid

strategy profiles, i.e., multiple possible Bayes Nash equilibria in a single cycle encounter.

How does an agent know what equilibrium will the other agent aim for? Such multiplicity

may not suit the regulation objectives.

Thus we explore with two level bids, vl the low price and vh the high price. A load

which bids vh will trade with any participating DG. It trades at vh, when the DG’s bid is

vh and trades at average price of vm, vm = (vh + vl)/2, when the DG’s bid is vl, whereas

a load which bids vl can trade only with a DG which bids vl. We call such bids compatible

bids (see Figure 4.2).

v2- Buyer’s price, when buying from 

grid

vh- High bid within microgrid

vl- Low bid within microgrid 

vm = (vh + vl)/2

v1- Seller’s price, when selling to grid 

Double headed arrows indicate 

compatible bids

vh vh

vlvl

v2

v1

Seller’s Bid Buyer’s Bid

vm vm

Figure 4.2: Bid levels and trade prices

4.3.3 Interaction game and agent strategies

Before entering the market each agent needs to decide its bid. Let there be j types of

loads (for different vj values these buyers assign to the w units) and i types of DGs (for

different ci costs incurred for w by different kinds of DGs). Each participant bids the price

(considering the participation cost β) at which it would like to trade.

Participants that did not agree on a trade in the previous matching may relax their
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bid to conclude a trade in the next cycle of matching; such a bidding approach represents

a strategy. A participant decides the number of cycles for which it should adopt a bid

posture before relaxing it. The participation cost β and capping of the number of cycles of

matching to T limit the wait (potentially infinite) for the best deal by a participant. After

the predetermined number of cycles are over, the participants that are back in the pool ac-

cess the grid operator to sell or purchase electricity at rates of v1 and v2 per unit respectively.

A strategy of a DG bidding vh for t cycles before switching to vl is denoted s(ht); and

the strategy of a load bidding vl for t cycles before switching to vh is denoted b(lt). Thus

a load not willing to pay high may have a low bid b(lt) strategy with large value of t while

a load willing to pay high may bid high right in the first cycle (we denote this strategy

by b(l0)). As an example consider a microgrid setting where the trading unit is 10 KW of

energy and vh = $2 and vl = $1.5. We take a three cycle example. If a solar DG bids $2 in

the first cycle and reduces the bid to $1.5 after the first cycle, its strategy is called s(h1),

if however, it bids $1.5 from the first cycle itself, its strategy is called s(h0). A household

load bidding $2 right from the first cycle is adopting a b(l0) strategy, while a household

bidding $1.5 for the first two cycles and then raising the bid to $2 is adopting b(l2) strategy3.

All DGs (respectively, loads) of a type may not follow the same strategy. We denote the

proportion of DGs of type i following s(ht) strategy ( t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T }) as φis(ht). Similarly

the proportion of a load of type j following b(lt) strategy is denoted by ψjb(lt). We can

define various probability measures that follow this breakdown of strategies.

• For the event space consisting of all possible strategies of DG type i, the proportion

φis(ht), t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T} itself is a probability measure as Σφis(ht) = 1 and φis(ht) ≤ 1

and ≥ 0. This is depicted in the first block in Table 4.1.

• For the event space corresponding to all possible strategies across of all DG types, we

define Φs(ht) as the probability measure where t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T}; ΣΦs(ht) = 1 and

Φs(ht) ≤ 1 and ≥ 0 represents the proportion of all DGs following s(ht) strategy. See

3An agent’s strategy of generous bid, i.e., vh for a load and vl for a DG, depends on that agent’s perception
that the particular strategy maximises the agent’s expected utility.
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the second block in Table 4.1.

• For the event space corresponding to a bid of vh or vl in a given cycle k across all DG

types, we define Φk
s(h) and Φk

s(l) each ≥ 0 as the proportions of DGs bidding vh or vl

respectively in cycle k. Note that Φk
s(h) + Φk

s(l) = 1 for any k, Φk
s(h) and Φk

s(l) are

the probability measures of DG bidding vh and vl respectively. We show it for k = 1

in the third block in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: DG Strategies and Probability Measures
DG type Strategy

s(h1) s(h2) .. s(hT ) s(h0)

1 φ1
s(h1) φ1

s(h2) .. φ1
s(hT ) φ1

s(h0)
.. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. ..
i φis(h1) φis(h2) .. φis(hT ) φis(h0)

Across all DGs Φs(h1) Φs(h2) .. Φs(hT ) Φs(h0)

For cycle 1 Φ1
s(h) = Σ

i=1,2,..T
Φs(hi) Φ1

s(l) =

Φs(h0)

Equivalently, we define the probability measures of ψis(lt), Ψ(lt) where t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T} and

(Ψk
b (h),Ψk

b (l)) for loads. These are depicted in Table 4.2

Table 4.2: Load Strategies and Probability Measures
Load type Strategy

b(l1) b(l2) .. b(lT ) b(l0)

1 ψ1
b (l1) ψ1

b (l2) .. ψ1
b (lT ) ψ1

b (l0)
.. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. ..
i ψib(l1) ψib(l2) .. ψib(lT ) ψib(l0)

Across all loads Ψb(l1) Ψb(l2) .. Ψb(lT ) Ψb(l0)

For cycle 1 Ψ1
b(l) = Σ

i=1,2,..T
Ψb(li) Ψ1

b(l) =

Ψb(l0)
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Example 4.1. We consider the a microgrid with arbitrarily assumed population and strate-

gies of DGs and loads as enumerated in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 respectively.

In this example there are three types of DGs–two types of solar DGs namely SG1 and

SG2 and a gas DG namely GG. The DG population consists of 40 SG1 type, 30 SG2 type

and 30 GG type DGs. We have assumed three types of loads consisting of two household

types namely HH1 and HH2 and a commercial type load namely CM . The population

consists of 60 HH1 type, 20 HH2 type and 20 CM type loads.

Table 4.3: DG types,their numbers and
bid strategies

DG Type Number
Strategy Followed

s(h1) s(h2) s(h0)

SG1 40 30 5 5
SG2 30 25 5 0
GG 30 15 0 15

Table 4.4: Load types,their numbers
and bid strategies

Load Type Number
Strategy Followed

b(l1) b(l2) b(l0)

HH1 60 40 15 5
HH2 20 15 0 5
CM 20 10 5 5

We compute the defined probability measures as follows. As an example the proportion

of SG1’s choice of strategies is— 30/40= 75% choosing s(h1), 5/40 = 12.5 % choosing

s(h2) and another 12.5 % choosing s(h0) strategy. These are the probabilities φSG1
s (h1),

φSG1
s (h2) and φSG1

s (h0) respectively. We compute the probabilities for other DG types

and loads similarly. Next we calculate the probability of a strategy across the DGs. In

Table 4.3, we observe that 70 DGs (30 of SG1 type, 25 of SG2 type and 15 of GG type)

follow s(h1) strategy, thus Φs(h1) = 70/100. Similarly Φs(h2)= 10/100 and Φs(h0) =

20/100. Considering these probabilities, the probability of a DG bidding vh in cycle 1,

i.e., Φ1
s(h) is given by the sum of probabilities of a DG using s(h1) or s(h2) strategy. Thus

Φ1
s(h) = Φs(h1)+Φs(h2) = 0.7+0.1. Using similar calculations we arrive at the probabilities

for DG strategies as shown in Table 4.5 . We derive the load strategy probabilities similarly.

4.3.3.1 Expected payoff computations

We continue describing the model using a two cycle matching market with the DG’s strat-

egy choices of s(h1), s(h2) or s(h0) and the load’s strategy choices of b(l1), b(l2) or b(l0).

We assume there are N DGs and N loads. Recall that in cycle 1, only those DGs who have
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Table 4.5: Probabilities of DG Strategies in example
DGtype Strategy

s(h1) s(h2) s(h0)

SG1 0.75 0.125 0.125
SG2 0.83 0.17 0
GG 0.5 0 0.5

Across all DGs 0.7 0.1 0.2

For cycle 1 Φ1
s(h) = 0.7 + 0.1 Φ1

s(l) = 0.2

s(h1) or s(h2) strategy will bid vh, and only those DGs whose strategy is s(h0) will bid vl.

Thus the first cycle vh and vl bid probabilities for DGs are given by (4.1) and (4.2).

Φ1
s(h) = Φs(h1) + Φs(h2) (4.1)

Φ1
s(l) = Φs(h0) (4.2)

Similarly the bid probabilities for loads are given by (4.3) and (4.4).

Ψ1
b(h) = Ψb(l0) (4.3)

Ψ1
b(l) = Ψb(l1) + Ψb(l2) (4.4)

If we denote the proportion of compatible matchings in cycle 1 by m1, then the proportion

of participants that will remain and be available for matching in cycle 2 and is given by

(4.5).

(1−m1) = Φ1
s(h) ∗Ψ1

b(l) (4.5)

The compatible matchings in cycle 1 reduce the number of participants in cycle 2 to N ∗

(1−m1) and we compute the updated bid probabilities as follows.

Φ2
s(h) = DGs adopting s(h2) who did not trade in cycle 1/ DGs remaining in cycle 2

Φ2
s(h) =

Φs(h2) ∗Ψ1
b(l) ∗N(1−m1)

N(1−m1) ∗ (Φs(h1) + Φs(h2)) ∗Ψ1
b(l)

=
Φs(h2)

Φs(h1) + Φs(h2)
(4.6)
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Since all the DGs with vl bid in the first cycle would have traded, the only DGs who will bid

vl in the second cycle are those with strategy (h1) that did not match in cycle 1. Therefore

the probability of a DG bidding vl in cycle 2 is computed as follows.

ΦS2(l) = DGs adopting s(h1) who did not trade in cycle 1 / remaining participants

Φ2
s(l) =

Φs(h1)

Φs(h1) + Φs(h2)
(4.7)

Equivalently, it can be shown that the probability of a load bidding vh and vl in cycle 2 is

given by (4.8) and (4.9) respectively.

Ψ2
b(l) =

Ψb(l2)

Ψb(l1) + Ψb(l2)
(4.8)

Ψ2
b(h) =

Ψb(l1)

Ψb(l1) + Ψb(l2)
(4.9)

A participant chooses the strategy that maximises its payoff. The payoff for a DG of

type i having a strategy s(ht) is denoted by πis(ht). We assume that a DG of type 1 incurs

a cost of ci per w units. The payoff πis(h1) is computed by (4.10).

πis(h1) = Ψ1
b(h) ∗ (vh − ci − β)+

Ψ1
b(l) ∗Ψ2

b(h) ∗ (vm − ci − 2β)+

Ψ1
b(l) ∗Ψ2

b(l) ∗ (vl − ci − 2β)

(4.10)

Here the first expression Ψ1
b(h)∗(vh−ci−β) in the right-hand side is the expected payoff

from an encounter with a load having vh bid in cycle 1. In this expression ci and β are

the generation and participation costs respectively, vh is the price received when meeting a

load having a bid vh and the probability of meeting such a load is Ψ1
b(h). The expression

Ψ1
b(l) ∗Ψ2

b(h) ∗ (vm − ci − 2β) is the expected payoff from an encounter with a load having

vh bid in cycle 2 and the expression Ψ1
b(l) ∗Ψ2

b(l) ∗ (vl− ci− 2β) is the expected payoff from

an encounter with a load having vl bid in cycle 2. Note that the DG pays an additional

participation fee for cycle 2 and hence 2β in its cost.
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To compute the payoff for a DG having a strategy s(h2), we have to consider its expected

payoff from an encounter with a load with a bid of vh in cycle 1, its expected payoff from

encounter with a load with a bid of vh in cycle 2 subject to not having matched in cycle 1

and its expected payoff from selling to the grid not having matched in cycle 2 too. Recall

that if the DG encounters a buyer with vl bid in the second cycle, the trade will not occur

within the microgrid. Thus the payoff under the strategy s(h2) is computed by (4.11).

πis(h2) = Ψ1
b(h) ∗ (vh − ci − β)+

Ψ1
b(l) ∗Ψ2

b(h) ∗ (vm − ci − 2β)+

Ψ1
b(l) ∗Ψ2

b(l) ∗ (v1 − ci − 2β)

(4.11)

To compute the payoff for a DG with strategy s(h0), we have to consider only cycle 1, as the

DG will trade whether it encounters a load with bid vh or vl. Thus the payoff is computed

by (4.12).

πis(l0) = Ψ1
b(h) ∗ (vm − ci − β) + Ψ1

b(l) ∗ (vl − ci − β) (4.12)

The buyer’s payoffs πib(l1), πib(l2) and πib(l0) under strategies b(l1), b(l2) and b(l0)

respectively are similarly derived and are computed by (4.13)–(4.15).

πib(l1) = Φ1
s(l) ∗ (vi − vl − β)+

Φ1
s(h) ∗ Φ2

s(l) ∗ (vi − vl − 2β)+

Φ1
s(l) ∗ Φ2

s(h)) ∗ (vi − vm − 2β)

(4.13)
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πib(l2) = Φ1
s(l) ∗ (vi − vl − β)+

Φ1
s(l) ∗ Φ2

s(l) ∗ (vi − vl − 2β)+

Φ1
s(l) ∗ Φ2

s(h) ∗ (vi − v2 − 2β)

(4.14)

πib(h0) = Φ1
s(h) ∗ (vi − vh − β) + Φ1

s(l) ∗ (vi − vm − β) (4.15)

4.3.4 Equilibrium

A setting of this kind can be modelled as a dynamic game, i.e., in the interaction

an agent’s action choice for a given cycle, should it not trade in the previous cycle, is

influenced by the agent’s expected utility maximization computation for the cycle. Suppose

that (a) the strategy sets {s(h0), s(h1), s(h2),... s(hT )}, {b(l0), b(l1), b(l2), ... b(lT )} for

DGs and loads respectively and (b) the probability measures related to these strategies,

as discussed in the preceding Section,are common knowledge. Each individual participant

chooses a strategy to maximise its own expected utility given this knowledge.

For a given bid strategy, a participant’s payoff depends on the price it gets to trade at (which

depends on the bid it encounters) and its own type. Since a participant does not know the

type of participant it is encountering, it will take into account the probability of meeting

different types of participants and the bid strategies that those participants may adopt to

compute the expected payoff and decide the bid. As the cycles progress, the participants

who had compatible bids trade and the number of participants in the subsequent match

decreases. The participants can compute the probability of encountering a certain bid in

a cycle, considering the strategy distribution of initial population of participants and the

probability of compatible matches in previous cycles. If we denote the payoff for a DG of

type i having a strategy s(ht) by πis(ht) and the payoff for the buyer of type j having a

strategy b(lt) by πjb(lt), then the Nash Equilibrium is given by the set of strategies si(ht∗)
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and bj(lt∗) that give

si(ht∗) = argmax
t∈0,1,...,T

πis(ht)

bj(lt∗) = argmax
t∈0,1,...,T

πjb(lt)

(4.16)

Such an equilibrium is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium which is contingent on all the

agents having the same assumption of the probability measures of agents choosing a given

equilibrium strategy. When the assumption of probability measure of strategies changes and

all agents have the revised assumption, we have another equilibrium. In our 100 DG, 100

load example the agents assumed that 70% of DGs were following s(h1) strategy (from Table

4.5), which was based on the knowledge the strategies of the various types of DGs as given

in Table 4.3. If this 70% changed to 60%, we would have another equilibrium. Note that

for various equilibrium strategies, an agent’s utility varies under different strategies as given

for example for DGs, by (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12). For a predictive outcome, i.e., adherence

of a particular equilibrium it is essential that each agent (i) knows the distribution of

strategies and (ii) agrees to play the equilibrium strategy4. This can be difficult in some

environments. Also greater the number of cycles, the greater the number of strategies and

equilibria, which increases the cognitive load on the agent.

4.3.5 Allocation regulation

The model parameters, i.e., vh, vl, β and T provide some leverage to the regulator to

influence allocations. The two propositions below, for example demonstrate the use of β

and T for tuning the trade within the microgrid.

Proposition 2. When the participation cost β → 0, the DGs and the loads gain from

trading within the microgrid.

In other words β can be used to manage trade volume.

Proof. To see this let us consider a DG’s expected payoff given by (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12).

4The second condition is a requirement in any equilibrium
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We reproduce these equations below.

πis(h1) = Ψ1
b(h) ∗ (vh− ci−β) + Ψ1

b(l) ∗Ψ2
b(h) ∗ (vm− ci− 2β) + Ψ1

b(l) ∗Ψ2
b(l) ∗ (vl− ci− 2β)

(4.10 revisited)

πis(h2) = Ψ1
b(h) ∗ (vh− ci−β) + Ψ1

b(l) ∗Ψ2
b(h) ∗ (vm− ci− 2β) + Ψ1

b(l) ∗Ψ2
b(l) ∗ (v1− ci− 2β)

(4.11 revisited)

πis(l0) = Ψ1
b(h) ∗ (vm − ci − β) + Ψ1

b(l) ∗ (vl − ci − β) (4.12 revisited)

When β → 0 the expected payoffs can be written in the form

πis(at) = α1 ∗ (vh − ci) + α2 ∗ (vm − ci) + α3 ∗ (vl − ci)

Where a ∈ {h, l}, t ∈ {0, 1, 2} and αk ≥ 0, represents the probability of trade at vh, vm and

vl for k ∈ {1, 2, 3} respectively. Let α4 denote the probability that the DG fails to trade

within the microgrid. Then a DG’s expected payoff, including the probable trade outside

the microgrid is

πis(at) = α1 ∗ (vh − ci) + α2 ∗ (vm − ci) + α3 ∗ (vl − ci) + α4 ∗ (v1 − ci) (4.17)

Recall from Figure 4.2 that v2 > vh > vm > vl > v1. Denoting (v1 − ci) as x, we write

(4.17) as

πis(at) = α1 ∗ (x+ δ1) + α2 ∗ (x+ δ2) + α3 ∗ (x+ δ3) + α4 ∗ (x) (4.18)

Here δk > 0.

The DG gains (v1 − ci), i.e., x if it transacts directly with the grid. The increased

benefit to the DG from participation in the microgrid matching mechanism compared to

direct transaction with the grid is [α1 ∗ (x+ δ1) +α2 ∗ (x+ δ2) +α3 ∗ (x+ δ3) +α4 ∗ (x)]- x.

As
∑
αk = 1 and δk; k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is non-negative, the above expression has a positive

value.

Similarly it can be seen that it is beneficial for the buyers to participate in the mechanism.
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Proposition 3. The regulator can increase the trade within the microgrid by increasing the

number of cycles.

By the proposition the parameter of T , the number of cycles, can be used for tuning

trade within the microgrid.

Proof. Only the participants that do not find a compatible bid trade with the grid outside

the microgrid. The number of such participants is given by

Ni = (1−mi) ∗N(i−1).

Here, Ni is the number of participants that do not trade in the ith cycle; N(i−1) is the

number of participants at the beginning of the ith cycle and (1 −mi) is the proportion of

participants who will not get to trade in the ith cycle. This proportion is given by (recall

(4.5) for cycle 2 population)

(1−mi) = Ψi
b(l) ∗ Φi

s(h).

Since Ψi
b(l) and Φi

s(h) are probability measures

(1−mi) ∈ [0, 1].

Hence Ni ≤ N(i−1). Moreover if there are some DGs and loads that have not relaxed their

bids in cycle i, then Ψi
b(l),Φ

i
s(h) > 0 and Ni < N(i−1).

The regulator can also use the parameters of vl, vh to tune the values at which the

trades occur. Such measures may be required to meet the local norms. Depending on the

distribution of vi and ci, the regulator may introduce additional price points compared to

the two chosen in this example.
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4.4 Single Cycle allocation model

As noted at the end of Section 4.3.4, the multiplicity of equilibria poses additional cog-

nitive load on the agents. We now explore if we can get some better equilibrium results

with a single cycle model, knowing well that a single cycle model may not yield the desired

volume of allocations. Our exploration is driven by the need to have the least possible regu-

lator intervention as noted in the beginning of this chapter. We have used simple examples

to evaluate the model. The model is set in the context of EV charging. This is also a

matching and bargaining model. In brief the mechanism is as follows. The regulator in this

case is am electricity distribution participant (DP). The local utility company for example

is a DP. The DP announces a market for a given time slot and a given charging facility.

Each participating EV and DER places its bid from among the bid levels announced by the

DP. The DP then randomly matches one EV with one DER, thus creating multiple pairs.

The participants exchange bids within the pair and upon agreement exit the market. The

participants who could not trade are randomly matched again. The DP is compensated for

concluded trades.

The model provides a two-sided mechanism which allows both the EVs and the DERs

to have the opportunity to maximise their respective benefits via strategic bids and allows

an anonymous trade encounter which reduces the potential manipulation. The model can

drive participation and trade volume objectives whereas one-sided auction models drive

either the auctioneer seller’s or the auctioneer buyer’s benefit maximization goal.

The model can enable geographically distributed micro-markets that can accommodate

tiers of distribution partners including the distribution company whose cables and trans-

formers carry the electricity and the parking lots whose space is used while charging EVs.

The distribution companies need major investments for upgrade of the residential distri-

bution transformers and control infrastructure to service the EV charging needs. While

these investments may eventually be paid for by the EV charging fees, there are market

size uncertainties and the level of investment itself is daunting for many jurisdictions. The
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distribution companies will find this model useful as it allows creation of small markets

which will help them introduce the EV charging facilities gradually and thereby help them

phase out the investments.

4.4.1 Single cycle trading game

The EVs could derive varied values for the electricity depending on the urgency of usage,

the convenience of a timely charge or availability or non-avalibility of charging options else-

where. The DERs could have varied costs/opportunity costs depending on the respective

technology and market options. We abstract these into value (v) type and cost (c) type for

EV and DER respectively. The market participation cost is implicit in these types. An EV

may not know a DER’s opportunity cost and a DER may not know the value that an EV

derives from the charging. Thus we have two-sided incomplete information.

Consider a distribution setup which is abstracted away from the constraints of real-time

energy imbalances, voltage and frequency variations and flow constraints. We can view

it as a single bus system on which the DERs and EVs would be connected as generators

and loads, respectively. The DP announces the market for a designated time slot with a

discrete set of allowed bids, vl being the minimum and vm being the maximum (Figure 4.3).

There are no participation costs. The DP gets the participants’ bids and randomly matches

an EV with a DER. The trade results when the bids are compatible, i.e., the EV’s bid is

greater than or equal to the DER’s bid. The pairs that have compatible bids trade and exit

the market. The remaining pairs can get back to a pool from which random matches are

done in a future round (until the facility capacity for the time slot is filled). We make the

following assumptions.

(i) The type, (c) or (v), is private information of the respective agent. The types are

independently distributed and their probability distribution is common knowledge.

(ii) The agents’ types remain static during a matching cycle.

(iii) The trade bargain is concluded at a price bx = bd+bl
2 only when bl ≥ bd . Here bd is
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the DER’s bid and bl is the EV’s bid.

(iv) When bx is the price at which trade occurs between a DER of type ci and an EV of

type vi, the respective utilities are bx − ci and vi − bx.

(v) All matches are simultaneous in a given cycle.

(vi) Agents of a given type use an identical strategy.

Assumption (i) follows from incomplete information definition. Common knowledge

of the type distribution is a standard assumption in incomplete information games. The

independence of types is consistent with the context where each agent’s opportunity cost or

value is determined by its own circumstances. Assumption (ii) is necessary for deterministic

computation. Assumption (iii) again is for simplicity; any other weighted average price, with

non zero individual weights and a total weight of 1, could have been used. Assumption (iv)

is for convenience of setting up examples as discussed in the Section 4.4.3. Any other linear

utility function could have been used. Assumption (v) helps ease of computation of bid

distributions. Assumption (vi) is necessary for any predictive results. The supports of the

type distributions, i.e., [c, c] for DERs and [v, v]) for EVs, may be asymmetric. We may

have c 6= v; c 6= v, as used in the examples in Section 4.4.3.

Figure 4.3: An EV-DER Market

A trade interaction under the above assumptions is a non-cooperative game of two-sided

incomplete information. Consider a game having two DER types and two EV types whose

probability masses of the types are equally concentrated on the boundaries of intervals [c, c]

and [v, v] (i.e., 50% of EVs have type v value) and two bid levels of v1 and v2. The game
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can be modeled as an extensive form game as shown in Figure 4.4. Here the branch line

indicates the respective agent’s action. The light green branches indicate nature’s moves

which contrive random matches. These branches are labeled DER1, DER2, EV1 and EV2.

The fraction under the branch label indicates the probability of choice of the respective

agent in the match. The red (the children branches of DER1 labeled branch), the blue

(the children branches of DER2 labeled branch), the dark green (the children branches

of EV1 labeled branches) and the orange branches (the children branches of EV2 labeled

branches) correspond to strategies of DER1, DER2, EV1 and EV2 respectively. The dotted

line represents an information set. As an example, when EV1 is deciding its strategy (dark

green branches) at the information-set (which is labeled 3:1 in the diagram), it is unaware

of what the nature’s move is and hence must consider the possibility of encountering either

DER1 or DER2 with a bid of either v1 or v2.

Figure 4.4: Extensive form of an EV-DER trade game

Due to incomplete information we expect that each agent will try to extract as much

gain as possible. Thus, the DERs would be bidding high and the EVs would be bidding low.

Let us call this bid posture aggressive—an EV is being more aggressive when it is bidding
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lower. Being aggressive, however, increases the probability of not finding a compatible

match. If there are costs associated with delayed trade or rematching, the agents will be

less aggressive in their bids which in turn will increase the probability of compatible matches

thus increasing the likelihood of trade occurring. This cost parameter completes the base

version of our model. While the delay costs are intrinsic to the agents’ physical processes

and may vary for each agent, we simplify and mimic them by imposing a uniform penalty

of δ on the agents who had an incompatible match.

4.4.2 Equilibrium characteristics

Let us review the market in Figure 4.3. Here the arrows rising and dropping vertically

indicate the DERs’ and EVs’ bids respectively. When an agent makes a bid, it is uncertain

of the bid it will encounter. In this two-sided incomplete information game Bayes Nash

Equilibrium solution can be applied. Under this solution concept, each agent chooses the

best response action to maximise its expected benefit subject to the belief (subjective prob-

ability) it has about the other agents’ bid distribution and those other agents’ beliefs about

its possible bid distribution. Note that though the agents’ types are independent, their bids

are induced by each others’ beliefs.

Let pk denote the probability mass of DER bid vk ∈ [v1, vm]. If nk is the number of

DERs who bid vk and N is the number of DERs then pk = nk/N . Equivalently, let qk denote

the probability mass of EVs who bid vk. Further, let πL(vk, vi) and πD(vk, ci), respectively,

denote the utilities of EV playing bid of vk and having a value type vi, and of DER playing

bid of vk and having a cost type of ci. Then

πL(vk, vi) =

vk∑
vj=v1

pj(vi −
vk + vj

2
)−

vm∑
vj=vk+1

pjδ (4.19)

In (4.19) the first sum represents EV’s expected gain from a potentially compatible

match with a DER having a bid lower than or equal to vk and the second sum represents

the potential penalty due to an incompatible match. Analogously,
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πD(vk, ci) =

vm∑
vj=vk

qj(
vk + vj

2
− ci)−

vk−1∑
vj=v1

qjδ (4.20)

Let us consider a single cycle of the game. We present below some interesting character-

istics of the equilibrium. The discussion that follows excludes trivial equilibria of no trades

which are also a solution in any game-theoretic model. Assume the parameters are set so

that c ≤ v1 ≤ v and c ≤ vm ≤ v and δ = 0.

Proposition 4. In equilibrium when a DER agent raises its bid, the EV agent may have

to raise its bid too.

Proof. Consider a two agent (one DER and one EV) game. We show that equilibrium bids

move in the same direction. Assume that a trade equilibrium exists with vj and vk as the

DER’s and the EV’s bid, respectively. Trade equilibrium implies a compatible match and

hence vk ≥ vj . In addition, assume that there exists another equilibrium with vj′ as the

DER’s bid and that vj′ ≥ vj . This new equilibrium implies that the EV’s new bid vk′ ≥ vj′

which in turn implies vk′ ≥ vk.

By a parallel proposition, when EV agents reduce their bids, the DER agents may have

to reduce their bids. A collusion may result due to the above characteristic because if all

EVs are aggressive and bid low, the DERs will have to bid low or else exit the market, which

in turn can result in more of the gains accruing to the EVs. Conversely DERs could also

collude and bid high, thus netting more of the gains. How do we manage this aggression?

We discuss an approach in Section 4.4.3.

Proposition 5. In equilibrium an agent with higher value (here shown for an EV) would

prefer a higher bid.

Proof. For the market in Figure 4.3, let vk∗ be EV i’s optimal bid and vi be its value. As

δ = 0, the EV’s expected utility from trade is given by (4.21).

πL(vk∗ , vi) =

vk∗∑
vj=v1

pj(vi −
vk∗ + vj

2
) (4.21)

If the EV bids vk′ 6= vk∗ , its utility is
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πL(vk′ , vi) =

vk′∑
vj=v1

pj(vi −
vk′ + vj

2
) (4.22)

Optimality of vk∗ implies

πL(vk∗ , vi) ≥ πL(vk′ , vi) (4.23)

Let vk′ be the optimal bid of an EV with value vi′ , then

πL(vk′ , vi′) ≥ πL(vk∗ , vi′) (4.24)

From (4.23) and (4.24) we get

πL(vk∗ , vi)− πL(vk′ , vi) + πL(vk′ , vi′)− πL(vk∗ , vi′) ≥ 0 (4.25)

Applying the relevant right-hand side expressions using (4.21) and (4.22), equation (4.25)

becomes

(vi − vi′)(
vk∗∑
vj=v1

pj −
vk′∑

vj=v1

pj) ≥ 0 (4.26)

Since probability mass pj ≥ 0, when an EV has a higher value, i.e., (vi − vi′) ≥ 0, it must

be that vk∗ ≥ vk′ for (4.26) to be true.

One may consider the above characteristic as helpful in improving the trade volume, as

a higher type EV may bid high, which may result in a possible compatible match with a

high type DER. If the high type EVs also bid low, the high type DER would have reduced

likelihood of finding a compatible match.

We discussed one cycle of matching. If the underlying population of participating DERs

and EVs is very large, the probability distributions of types will remain constant and hence

the agents’ beliefs of others’ bids in the subsequent cycles should remain the same as in the

initial cycle. The equilibrium discussed above then remains valid for subsequent cycles. If

the number of participants is limited, the agents will have to update their beliefs by taking

into account the likelihoods of successful trades by different types of agents. As seen in

Chapter 4 model of closed population with cycles, the belief computations become very
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elaborate when the number of strategy profiles is high. In many contexts a static belief

arising out of large population may yield good enough results.

A feature of a non-cooperative game-theoretic model, under complete or incomplete

information, is the possibility of multiple equilibria and uncertainty of actual play prediction.

Our mechanism also has these possibilities. However the base model we consider in this

paper does provides some tools to govern the direction of play. We discuss some of these in

the next section.

4.4.3 Model’s trade governance parameters

The parameters v1, vm, the bid levels and δ are some tools that can be employed to

pursue the desired market objectives and can be useful in protecting participants’ inter-

ests. Through the use of examples and analysis we discuss below some of the supervisory

interventions possible.

Supervisory Intervention 1. Improving participation

If we are interested that low type EVs and high type DERs also have some chance in

conducting a profitable trade, then the parameters v1, vm and δ can be set accordingly. Let

the DP set v1 ≤ v and c ≤ vm and δ be zero. Furthermore, if c ≤ v1 then v1 is a feasible

strategy for DER with c type and p1 ≥ 0, which implies that EV of v type has zero or some

positive probability of profitable trade. Similar reasoning applies for high value DER when

vm ≤ v. Thus we can ensure that the participants are not shut out of the market. This is

in contrast to the LMP approaches, in which there is a single market clearing price for all

the agents and this price shuts out the DERs and the EVs if their types respectively are

above and below the clearing price.

Supervisory Intervention 2. Market upside and downside exploration

The model assumed common knowledge of type distributions and in the intervention

above we saw the importance of boundary values of types in determining some trade param-

eters. Underlying market conditions, e.g., reduction of input prices reducing the generation
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cost, can shift the boundary values. The DP can set new v′1 < v1 and v′m > vm and see

if any trades get done at these levels to confirm if the the downside or the upside has moved.

Supervisory Intervention 3. Managing aggression in market

We illustrate this governance capability through examples. Let us consider a case with

two types of DERs, namely DER1 and DER2 and two types of EVs, namely EV1 and

EV2. DER1 is solar panel bank and DER2 is a wind generator, their costs are $2 and $4

respectively for 10 KWH energy. EV1 values 10 KWH energy at $6 and EV2 values the

same energy at $8. We assume the population of EVs and DERs is evenly distributed over

the above types. The interaction can be represented by the game in Figure 4.4 where c = 2

and c = 4; v = 6 and v = 8. We set the bid levels as 3 and 5. We used Gambit software

[73], a game theory solver, to configure and solve the corresponding game for pure strategy

equilibria.

The resulting two equilibria are shown in Table 4.6 below. An agent’s bid is 3 (v1 in

the table) or 7 (v2 in the table) and the agent’s expected utility in any equilibrium is the

respective number in the row vector. In these two equilibria we notice that the agents’

aggression leads to nil utility for one of the agents. As an example, in equilibrium E1,

the aggressive bid of v1 from EV2 leads to nil utility to DER2. The DP can modify the

Table 4.6: Equilibria and expected utilities for 2 DER and 2 EV types with 2 bid levels

DER1 DER2 EV1 EV2

Equilibrium v1 v2 v1 v2 v1 v2 v1 v2

E1a 0.5 0 0.75 1.25

E2 1.25 0.75 0 0.5
a Example: The equilibrium E1 is (DER1-v1, DER2-v2, EV1-v1, EV2-v1)

and in E1 the expected utilities of DER1, DER2, EV1 and EV2 are 0.5,
0, 0.75 and 1.25 respectively.

game to manage this aggression. In this example the DP announces a new bid level of

5. The resulting game now leads to equilibria in Table 4.7 (v′ in the table corresponds to

the bid level of 5). While some additional individually rational equilibria are now seen, a
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new possibility of equilibrium of less aggressive bid of v′ from every agent arises. This E3′

equilibrium has positive expected utility for all agents.

Can the agents be guided to E3′ equilibrium? The DP may consider introducing a penalty

Table 4.7: Equilibria and expected utilities for 2 DER and 2 EV types with 3 bid levels

DER1 DER2 EV1 EV2

Equilibrium v1 v′ v2 v1 v′ v2 v1 v′ v2 v1 v′ v2

E1′ 0.5 0 0.75 1.25

E2′ 1.25 0.75 0 0.5

E3′ 1.5 0.5 0.5 1.5

E4′ 0.75 0.25 0.75 1.75

E5′ 1.75 0.75 0.25 0.75

for non-compatible match. If it introduces a penalty of 1, the resulting equilibria are seen

in Table 4.8. The equilibrium corresponding to E3′ is now EP3, which not only has positive

expected utility for all agents, it also Pareto dominates the other equilibria, i.e., under this

equilibrium each agent derives at least as high a utility as it would have derived in any

other equilibrium.

Table 4.8: Equilibria and expected utilities for 2 DER and 2 EV types, 3 bid levels and
penalty

DER1 DER2 EV1 EV2

Equilibrium v1 v′ v2 v1 v′ v2 v1 v′ v2 v1 v ′ v2

Ep1 0.5 -0.5 0.5 1

Ep1′ 0.5 -0.5 1.5 2.5

Ep1′′ 1 0.5 0.5 1

Ep2 1 0.5 -0.5 0.5

Ep3 1.5 0.5 0.5 1.5

E4 2.5 1.5 -0.5 0.5

The DP arranging the market can use such simulations to achieve its market governance

objectives.

4.5 Discussion

We introduced a two models for electricity trading at the retail level where each partic-

ipant is autonomous and chooses its own strategy. Note that we assumed that the agents’
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types do not change during a matching, i.e., the utility function remains linear even if the

agent trades for more than one trading unit of electricity. We believe that this is relevant

in several contexts, while in other contexts alternate utility functions may have to be con-

sidered.

Decentralisation of markets is considered desirable for the meaningful growth of dis-

tributed generation. It allows the participants to leverage local opportunities. The Interna-

tional Energy Agency has stressed the necessity of retail liberalisation and the importance of

providing better market access to distributed generators in reforming the electricity sector

[3]. Our matching based model is a way to create decentralised markets which will provide

better market access to the local generators. Application of wholesale competitive mech-

anisms such as locational marginal price (LMP) determined by a double auction [74], [75]

could be considered as alternatives at the decentralised level. The search and governance

methods that our model provides, however, are not available in common LMP mechanisms.

The two models analysed in this chapter however suffer from multiplicity of equilibria.

Some environments may require a deterministic solution, which is the focus of our next two

chapters.
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CHAPTER 5

Allocation via bilateral bargaining- A dominant strategy

result

5.1 Introduction

We continue with allocations via bilateral bargaining. Consider an allocation problem

in which current ownership/claim of the resources is distributed among entities and the

contest is for the next cycle of resource usage. The problem is that of making many one-

to-one allocations without forcing the allocations. In a transparent setting the agents may

bargain or follow some house rules to agree on a solution. When there are multiple possible

allocations, such agreements are not natural as the agents’ self-interest may not guarantee a

common choice and the machinery required for pursuing an agreement may become costly.

The problem is exacerbated under incomplete information.

This chapter contributes to the literature by providing a dominant strategy alloca-

tion model when the resource providers’ and resource seekers’ valuations are uniformly

distributed over a common support. This is achieved under incomplete information and

partial strategy restrictions. Using results from analysis and topology, we show that, given

the uniform distribution of valuations, the agents maximise respective utilities by following

dominant strategies. Compared to a dominant strategy mechanism of uniform price which

may be dictated or derived by a clearing calculation in a double auction, this model can

appeal to a greater proportion of agents. The approach provides an avenue for designing

allocation schemes for self-interested agents when the sum of utilities maximization, the
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commonly pursued objective, is not the criterion for allocation and a wider distribution of

welfare among the participants is desired.

Double auction is a canonical approach for allocations under incomplete information.

The approach has been used in trading applications such as electricity distribution [57] and

is also proposed for resource allocations [55]. Such an auction is attractive to only half the

participants when the agents’ valuations are uniformly spread over a common interval, as is

possible when the valuations are based on market opportunities. Our model differs slightly.

While requiring offers from both sides as in a double auction, in our model the allocation

decisions are decentralized and arise from a series of bilateral bargains.

This work relates to the bargaining literature which addresses the agreement of distribu-

tion of the surplus from collaboration, in this case the passing of a resource from one agent

to another agent in exchange for a value. Our model leans on the matching and bargaining

process in which there is no central allocation authority. The assignment approach [35],

which addresses such allocations via a mediated transfer of resources, is not directly appli-

cable when we make realistic assumptions of incomplete information and the lack of direct

control of the agents’ actions. Since we model interactions between many resource providers

and many resource seekers, our approach differs from the single-sided auction approaches

[76] where a single provider may be allocating resources to one among several seekers (con-

versely single seeker acquiring from one provider among several providers). This work also

differs from Groves mechanism [77] which has been used in some application proposals [78],

[79]. In these proposals, a central authority imposes action-specific taxes on the agents to

ensure the allocations.

The chapter is organized as follows. We detail our model and the dominant strategy

equilibrium result in Section 5.2. The associated proofs appear at the end of the chapter.

We discuss the regulatory implications of the model in Section 5.3 and we conclude in

Section 5.4.
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5.2 The Model and Results

5.2.1 The model setup

The agent population is composed of two sets of agents, the resource providers each

holding one resource and the resource seekers each wanting one resource. As an example

in an electricity network the providers could be the distributed generators and the seekers

could be the loads. We denote the sets of providers and seekers D and L respectively.

For a given episode of allocation, by a random selection a provider is paired with a seeker

who exchange their bids and if mutually beneficial the provider’s resource is transferred to

the seeker in exchange for a transfer such as money or tokens. We will adopt a simplified

setting in which there are two bid levels–a low bid level of V1 and a high bid level of V2, no

participation costs and the bargaining solution is to transfer the resource from provider to

seeker at an average of the bids if they are compatible. The bids are compatible when the

provider’s bid is equal to or lower than the seeker’s bid. If the bids are not compatible the

agents retain the existing allocation, i.e., the agents have no external option. The matching

technology used is simple. By a random selection, a central program pairs participating

resource seekers with participating resource providers; each pair has one seeker and one

provider.

This work differs from the matching models in the literature [48], [60], [61], [62], [63] in

two respects. We consider only one cycle of matching per allocation episode and we limit

the bid levels to only two. This is aimed to avoid multiple equilibria that may arise in

muliple cycle or more than two bid level models and thus limit the predictability of the

mechanism. This work is an update of the models in Chapter 4. The characteristics and

assumptions under which equilibrium results are achieved, are given below.

Utility function

An agent assigns a utility to an outcome depending on the condition the agent is in. The

condition is information that the agent has about its physical characteristic or information

about the environment. For example consider two autonomous sensor systems A and B,
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who are required to monitor some parameters for the next T periods. The agents replenish

battery power using an external source. The system whose battery is partially depleted will

assign a higher value to the outcome of acquiring electric charge compared to the system

which has a fully charged battery. Now consider just the informational state. Suppose

A and B both have the same level of charge, but A has information that the monitoring

requires very little extra power, but B is uncertain about it. Naturally compared to B, A

will assign lower value to the outcome of acquiring electric charge. Identifying such private

information about the conditions with type θ, we consider a type dependent quasilinear

utility function in the form of

ui(ok, θ) = vi(a, θ)−m (5.1)

Here ui(ok, θ) is the utility of agent i of type θ from outcome ok. The outcome ok = (a,m),

where a is the allocation and m is the payment (or receipt) corresponding to the allocation.

The value vi(a, θ) is the value from the allocation. In the battery charging example a may be

getting the charging agreement, i.e., a = True and m the payment for the charge. Notation

for the terms used in this chapter is are captured in Table 5.1.

Agent population and values

Each agent assigns a value vi(a, θ) to the resource; when a seeker gains a resource it

assigns a positive value to the resource gained based on the benefit from the use of resource

and when a provider transfers a resource it assigns a negative value to the resource it

released based on the cost incurred for the resource or the opportunity cost. For the simple

model discussed in this chapter this valuation is the type θ. Thus in (5.1) a seeker’s value

from holding the resource vi(a, θ) is θ, and from releasing the resource is vi(a, θ) is −θ. The

type is private information of the agent and is not known to other agents.
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Table 5.1: Notation

ok = (a,m) An outcome that consists of an event a and associated transfer parameter m.
A particular interaction outcome is identified by the index (here k)

θ Agent type, an abstraction of an agent’s state that impacts its utility from
outcomes

ui(ok, θ) Utility of agent i’s utility from outcome ok when the agent’s type is θ
vi(a, θ) Value of an event a to agent i when the agent’s type is θ
V1, V2 The two bid levels under the proposed mechanism, V1 being the lower bid level
D = {dj} The set of resource providers (e.g., distributed electricity generator)
cj The provider dj ’s cost for the resource
L = {li} The set of resource seekers (e.g., an electrical load) where the seeker who values

the resource at vi is identified as li
D1, D2 Set of providers who bid V1 and V2 respectively
L1, L2 Set of seekers who bid V1 and V2 respectively
p0 Seekers’ belief of proportion of providers who bid V1 in the first cycle of iterative

reasoning
pn−1 Seekers’ belief of proportion of providers who bid V1 in the nth cycle of iterative

reasoning
qn Providers’ belief of proportion of seekers who bid V1 in the nth cycle of iterative

reasoning
Eli(V1),Eli(V2) The expected utility of the seeker with valuation vi when it bids V1 and V2

respectively.
Edj(V1),Edj(V2)The expected utility of the provider with valuation cj when it bids V1 and V2

respectively.

Assumptions

(A1) Agent type distribution: We consider a normalized setting where the agents’ values

in each category D or L are uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1].

(A2) Incomplete information: An agent’s type is its private information known only to

the agent and not to any other agent or the system designer/central authority. The

probability distribution of the values is however commonly known.

(A3) Participation: Having decided to participate, an agent does not exit until the episode

concludes.

(A4) Bargaining: We assume that when mutually beneficial, the two agents, in a matched

pairing, strike a bargain at the average of their proposals.

(A5) Bid levels: There are two bid levels V1 and V2, the higher bid level V2 is greater than

the midpoint of the value distribution.

Benchmark models in the bargaining and mechanism design literature, e.g., [58] [59]
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[28] assume the type as a uniformly distributed random variable in the interval [0,1] (A1).

This uniform distribution may occur when the valuations are based on ongoing market

opportunities. The independence of types is consistent in contexts where each agent’s

opportunity cost or value is determined by its own circumstances. The assumption of

incomplete information (A2) is natural in random anonymous encounters as was seen in the

example in the beginning of the chapter. Common knowledge of the probability distribution

simplifies modelling and is commonly made for incomplete information games [21]. The

assumption (A3) simplifies the analysis and is consistent when the computerised matching

takes insignificant time. The agreement, when feasible, on the average of proposals (A4) can

be considered fair; alternatively surplus sharing at different weights could be considered.

The assumption (A5) improves participation compared to the standard double auction as

will be seen in sequel. We do not assume infinite population unlike the matching models

that explain market equilibrium.

5.2.2 Bayesian game model of the interaction

The incomplete information bargaining between two paired agents can be modelled by a

Bayesian game. In this game an agent chooses a strategy to maximise expected utility given

the other agents’ strategies. The expectation is inferred by the probability distribution of

agents’ bids. We discuss below the offer strategy choices, agents’ belief of the bid distribution

and the equilibrium results.

5.2.2.1 Agents’ offer strategies

Consider the spread of values for seekers and providers given in Figure 5.1. The seekers

that have a value less than V1 and the providers that have an opportunity cost more than

V2 do not find it rational to participate. The seekers having a value in [V1, V2) interval

find it rational to offer V1 only. Likewise the providers having a cost less than V1 can offer

either V1 or V2. A seeker that has value over V2 needs to decide if it should offer V1 or V2.

By offering V2 it will certainly get a resource and gain utility of (vi −m) where vi is the

seeker’s value and m is the level at which the price is set upon bargaining. The level m, by

assumption (A4), is the average of the offers. By offering V1 a seeker may have a utility gain
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Figure 5.1: Agents’ value spread and participation

of (vi−V1) but only if it happens to match with a provider which is offering the resource at

V1. When the agents choose actions to maximize their expected utility, the interaction can

be modeled as a game of two-sided incomplete information where Bayes Nash equilibrium

(BNE) is a solution. Table 5.2 summarizes the possible interaction outcomes due to the

agents’ offer strategies and the related utility gains.

Table 5.2: Interaction outcomes and agents’ utility gain
Strategy profile OutcomeValue of

transfer |m|
(vi − m), the util-
ity gain of a seeker
with type vi

(m− cj), the utility
gain of a provider
with type cj

Seeker and provider both
bid V1

o1 V1 vi − V1 V1 − cj

Seeker bids V2 and
provider bids V1

o2 Vm
* vi − Vm Vm − cj

Seeker and provider both
bid V2

o3 V2 vi − V2 V2 − cj

Seeker bids V1 and
provider bid V2

o4 0 0 0

*Vm = V1+V2

2

5.2.2.2 Equilibrium

Let us call the set of providers who offer V1 as D1 and those who offer V2 as D2. Likewise

we denote the set of seekers who offer V1 as L1 and those who offer V2 as L2. Suppose the

seekers start with the belief that the providers follow hierarchical strategies, i.e., a provider

dj whose opportunity cost cj is equal to or less than V1 (we call them strong providers)

offer low, i.e., V1 and a provider whose opportunity cost is greater than V1 offer high. This
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Figure 5.2: Seekers’ reasoning and strategy

implies D1 = {dj : cj ≤ V1} and D2 = {dj : V1 < cj ≤ V2}. Similarly, we have L1 = { li :

V1 ≤ vi < V2 } and L2 = {li : vi ≥ V2}. A belief refinement of these memberships occurs

as can be mimicked by the iterative reasoning which is discussed below. Let Eli(V1) and

Eli(V2) denote the expected utility of seekers offering V1 and V2 respectively. Similarly let

Edj(V1) and Edj(V2) denote the expected utility of providers offering V1 and V2, respectively.

Let us denote p0 as the initial belief, i.e., in the first iteration, that the seekers have about

the proportion of providers in D1; for the kth iteration we denote it pk. Note that the initial

belief p0 = V1/V2.

Eli(V1) = p0(vi − V1) (5.2)

and
Eli(V2) = p0(vi − Vm) + (1− p0)(vi − V2) (5.3)

Plotted against vi the Eli(V1) and Eli(V2) are linear with slopes of p0 and 1, respectively,

and have a single crossing (intersection) denoted y1 given by

y1 = V2 +
p0

1− p0
(Vm − V1) (5.4)

Note that for vi < y1 the seekers expected utility Eli(V1) > Eli(V2). Thus a seeker’s best

strategy is a mapping from vi to V1 when vi < y1 and to V2 when vi ≥ y1. This reasoning

is depicted in Figure 5.2.

Note also that y1 > V2, i.e., some seekers with a value over V2 chance offering V1. This

provides a revised set membership of L1 and L2. Let us denote the proportion of seekers in

L1 as q1 (here q1 = (y1 − V1)/(1− V1)).
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Figure 5.3: Providers’ reasoning and strategy

To decide its strategy a provider having a cost cj must evaluate Edj(V1) and Edj(V2).

The utility Edj(V1) and Edj(V2) are given by

Edj(V1) = q1(V1 − cj) + (1− q1)(Vm − cj) (5.5)

and
Edj(V2) = (1− q1)(V2 − cj) (5.6)

respectively. Consequently a provider having an opportunity cost below x1 finds V1 as the

beneficial strategy; the x1 is given by

x1 = V1 −
1− q1

q1
(V2 − Vm) (5.7)

We have depicted this reasoning in Figure 5.3. This implies revision of membership of D1

and D2. Note that x1 is lower than the V1 and hence the seekers should now revise action

choice according to the revised belief of membership of D1 and D2. Upon such revision, the

providers would revise their belief of the membership of low and high bidding seekers, and

so on. Such iterative reasoning leads to the following result.

The iterative belief revision converges to fixed beliefs of p∗ and q∗ respectively the pro-

portion of participating providers and seekers offering low (V1). This convergence is shown

in the proof of the theorem, our main result, mentioned shortly. The corresponding oppor-

tunity cost x∗ below which the providers prefer V1 and the corresponding value y∗ above

which the seekers offer V2 are given by (5.8) and (5.9), respectively.
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x∗ = V1 −
1− q∗

q∗
(V2 − Vm) (5.8)

y∗ = V2 +
p∗

1− p∗
(Vm − V1) (5.9)

The values given by (5.8) and (5.9) result in the set of low bidding providers

D∗1 = {dj : cj ≤ x∗} (5.10)

the set of high bidding providers

D∗2 = {dj : x∗ < cj ≤ V2} (5.11)

the set of low bidding seekers

L∗1 = {li : V1 ≤ vi < y∗} (5.12)

and the set of high bidding seekers

L∗2 = {li : vi ≥ y∗} (5.13)

With this background we can now present our main result as Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.1. In a random search based resource allocation mechanism of two fixed offer

choices (A5) where the resource providers’ and the resource seekers’ values are uniformly

distributed over the same support (A1) and their individual values are private information

(A2), a pure strategy Bayes Nash equilibrium (5.10)–(5.13) exists when the strong providers

follow a low offer strategy.

We have a few comments before we give the proof of the theorem.

The result has good practical promise. Fixing the strategies of only one set of agents

enables us to achieve a pure strategy equilibrium. In this case by only controlling the strat-

egy of the members of D∗1, the mechanism ensures the members of D∗2, L∗1 and L∗2 act in a
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predictable way. This has two advantages. Despite the decentralized offer decisions from

agents, the mechanism yields a guaranteed lower bound of allocation. This predictability is

not possible if there are a large number of equilibria as all agents may not act according to

the same particular equilibrium. Secondly, a pure strategy equilibrium is straightforward

for the agents as they don’t need to use any randomizing device to choose their action.

In practice fixing the strategies of D∗1 can be achieved by instituting a penal action for

non-conformance. Such a practice to ensure compliance is commonly seen in tax systems.

Proof of Theorem 5.1

Recall the iterative belief revision discussion from Section 5.2.2.2. We stated that the

belief convergence establishes the opportunity cost x∗ below which the providers prefer V1

and the value y∗ above which the seekers offer V2 are given by (5.8) and (5.9), respectively.

We will be using a fixed-point theorem from topological spaces to show the convergence

of beliefs. We first characterise the expressions for beliefs and then we outline our proof.

Recall that in (5.2)–(5.7) seekers started with an initial belief that p0 of providers bid V1,

which led to a value y1 at which the seekers switch from V1 to V2 strategy. This resulted in

the providers having a belief that q1 proportion of seekers bid V1. This q1 belief led to the

value x1 (computed by (5.7)) at which the providers find it beneficial switch to the strategy

of V2. The value x1 is less than x0 assumed by the seekers and it updated the membership

of D1 and hence modified the belief that seekers have about the proportion of providers

who bid V1. This modified belief, denoted p1, is used in second iteration of reasoning. As

providers are uniformly distributed in [0, 1], the mass of participating providers is V2 and

the belief p1 = x1/V2 as computed below.

p1 =
(
V1 −

1− q1

q1
(V2 − Vm)

) 1

V2
(5.14)

Using p1 instead of p0 we get a value, denoted y2, instead of y1 above which the seekers

shift from strategy of V1 to V2.
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y2 = V2 +
p1

1− p1
(Vm − V1) (5.15)

This means a revision of set membership of L1 and the corresponding update of the providers

belief of the same from q1 to q2, which is given by

q2 =
(
V2 +

p1

1− p1
(Vm − V1)− V1

) 1

1− V1
(5.16)

Here (1−V1) is the mass of participating seekers and the expression in the parentheses is the

mass of seekers bidding V1. A corresponding revision by the providers yields the x2 value

above which the providers switch from V1 to V2, and a corresponding update of seekers’

belief p2 instead of p1. The belief p2 is given by

p2 =
(
V1 −

1− q2

q2
(V2 − Vm)

) 1

V2
(5.17)

Let pn−1 denote the updated belief of seekers’ of the membership of D1 in the nth iteration

of belief revision then the value of yn at which the seekers shift to strategy V2 is given by

yn =
(
V2 +

pn−1

1− pn−1
(Vm − V1)− V1

)
(5.18)

Correspondingly the providers’ belief of seekers bidding V1 is

qn =
(
V2 +

pn−1

1− pn−1
(Vm − V1)− V1

) 1

1− V1
(5.19)

With this updated belief, a corresponding revision by the providers yields the xn value at

which the provider switches from V1 to V2, i.e., Edj(V1) ≤ Edj(V2) or

qn(V1 − xn) + (1− qn)(Vm − xn) ≤ (1− qn)(V2 − xn) (5.20)

The value of xn thus given by

xn =
(
V1 −

1− qn

qn
(V2 − Vm)

)
(5.21)
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Since the mass of participants remains V2, this value of xn results in updated belief pn of

D1 membership, i.e.,

D1 = {dj : cj ≤ xn} (5.22)

:

pn =
(
V1 −

1− qn

qn
(V2 − Vm)

) 1

V2
(5.23)

We can reduce (5.19) and (5.23) to a nonlinear difference equation as below.

pn =

(
V1 + V2 − Vm−

(1− pn−1)(V2 − Vm)(1− V1)

(V2 − V1)(1− pn−1) + (Vm − V1)pn−1

)
1

V2

(5.24)

We need to show that the beliefs converge, i.e., for some n, pn = pn−1. If the belief

converges to x then

x =

(
V1 + V2 − Vm−

(1− x)(V2 − Vm)(1− V1)

(V2 − V1)(1− x) + (Vm − V1)x

)
1

V2

(5.25)

We will show the convergence of beliefs using Banach Fixed Point Theorem which uses

a function’s contraction property to ensure the uniqueness of fixed point. A fixed point

indicates stationarity of a function f : X 7→ X at the given point x∗ when f(x∗) = x∗. A

unique fixed point of the belief function would mean no further iterations of belief update.

Contraction indicates gradual shrinkage of outcome space of a function.

Contraction [32]: If (X, d) is a metric space with a mapping f : X → X, the mapping is

a contraction if there exists 0 ≤ α < 1 such that d(f(x1), f(x2)) ≤ αd(x1, x2) ∀x1, x2 ∈ X.

Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem [32]: If (X, d) is a complete metric space and if

f : X → X is a contraction, then f has a unique fixed point in X.

Our proof steps consist of
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(a) defining a metric space on the set of beliefs and showing the completeness of this

metric space (Lemma 1)

(b) showing the contraction of beliefs (Lemma 2) and

(c) then applying the Banach Fixed Point Theorem

.

Lemma 1. In the random matching and bargaining mechanism with two bid levels, the

metric space defined on the set of seekers’ belief of low bidding providers (5.23) with a metric

of absolute difference between any two elements of the set (5.22) is a complete metric space.

Proof. Let X be the set of seeker’s belief about the proportion of providers who could

offer V1. The set of corresponding beliefs of providers about the proportion of seekers who

could offer V1 is denoted Y . Consider the evolution of the seekers’ belief from p1 (5.14) to pn

(5.23). For a given x ∈ X, the proportion of providers who offer V1, we have a corresponding

proportion of seekers who should offer V1. Let us call this function g1 : X → Y . Thus in

the first iteration g1(p0) = q1. The y image provides the proportion of seekers who should

offer V1 and hence a revised proportion providers should offer V1. Let us call this function

g2 : Y → X. As an example in the first such iteration g2(q1) = p1. We now have a composite

function of successive strategy updates defined by h = g1 ◦ g2; h : X → X. This is seen

when we rewrite (5.24) in a function form as pn = h(pn−1).

h(pn−1) =

(
V1 + V2 − Vm−

(1− pn−1)(V2 − Vm)(1− V1)

(V2 − V1)(1− pn−1) + (Vm − V1)pn−1

)
1

V2

(5.26)

Let us define a metric d(x1, x2) = |x1 − x2| on set X. Then (X, d) is a metric space1.

Further, consider X as a subset of real line R and consider the same metric d on R. A well

known result from analysis states that (R, d) is a complete space [80]. Since the maximum

1The metric satisfies the three necessary conditions of positive definiteness (d(x, y) > 0 if x 6= y and =
0 if x = y), symmetry (d(x, y) = d(y, x)) and triangular inequality (d(x, z) + d(z, y) ≥ d(x, y)).
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possible value of pn is V1/V2, X is a closed interval [0, V1/V2] and is a closed subspace of

R. Since (X, d) is a closed subspace of the complete space (R, d), it is a complete space

[80].

Lemma 2. In the random matching and bargaining mechanism with two bid levels, the

belief function (5.24) is a contraction.

Proof. If for any two points x1 and x2 in X there is a contraction if the value of α in the

following is less than 1.

d(h(x1), h(x2)) ≤ αd(x1, x2) (5.27)

Due to symmetric setting assumption, Vm = (V1 + V2)/2 and V2 − Vm = Vm − V1.

To simplify the presentation, we denote V2 − Vm by δ and pn−1 by x and rewrite (5.26)

as

h(x) =

(
Vm −

δ(1− x)(1− V1)

2δ(1− x) + δx

)
1

V2
(5.28)

which simplifies to

h(x) =

(
Vm −

(1− x)(1− V1)

2− x

)
1

V2
(5.29)

Note that by the mean value theorem [81] for any two points a, b in the space X

f(a)− f(b) = f ′(c)(a− b) (5.30)

where c is a point between a and b. Correspondingly for any two points x1 and x2 in X

and some point x in between

h(x1)− h(x2) = h′(x)(x1 − x2) (5.31)

Taking the derivative of the right-hand side of (5.29) and simplifying the expression, we get

h′(x) =
(1− V1)

V2(2− x)2
(5.32)
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From (5.32) we observe that h(x) is an increasing function, i.e., when x1 is greater than

x2, the mapping h(x1) is also greater than h(x2). Let us now compare (5.27) with (5.31)

for two points x1 and x2 in the space X, such that x1 > x2. Let the upper bound of h′(x)

in the relevant interval be k. If k is less than 1, then for an arbitrarily small ε, (k + ε) is

less than 1 and we can set α = k + ε whereby the contraction holds. Let us consider the

relevant interval. The initial condition is p0 and from (5.14) p1 (which is h(p0)) is less than

p0. Since h(x) increases with x, the upper value of x in the relevant interval is p0 = V1/V2.

From (5.23), the lowest value of x in the interval is obtained when qn is the lowest which

corresponds to the belief that only seekers with vi ∈ [V1, V2] bid V1. Let this lowest value

of x be x. The relevant interval thus is [x, V1/V2] .

Taking the derivative of (5.32) we get

h′′(x) =
2(1− V1)

V2(2− x)3
(5.33)

Note that x being a proportion is less than 1 and hence h′′(x) is positive. Thus h′(x)

is increasing with x and we have the maximum value of h′(x) when x is maximum which

happens when x = V1/V2 as we just deduced. Thus the upper bound of h′(x) is given by

h′(V1/V2) =
1− V1

V2(2− V1/V2)2
(5.34)

We rewrite it as

h′(V1/V2) =
(1/V2 − V1/V2)

(2− V1/V2)2
(5.35)

Since V2 is greater than the mid point of the support. i.e., is greater than 0.5 (assumption

(A5)), the numerator (1/V2 − V1/V2) < (2 − V1/V2). As a result the maximum value of

h′(x) is less than 1 and hence we have a contraction.

We now restate the Theorem.

Theorem 5.1. In a random search based resource allocation mechanism of two fixed offer

choices ((A5)) where the resource providers’ and the resource seekers’ values are uniformly
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distributed over the same support ((A1)) and their individual values are private informa-

tion ((A2)), a pure strategy Bayes Nash equilibrium (5.10)–(5.13) exists when the strong

providers follow a low offer strategy.

Proof. Suppose that the system designer fixes the strategy of D1 to low (V1). Following

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the beliefs converge to p∗ and q∗, respectively, the proportion of

participating providers and seekers offering low (V1). The corresponding opportunity cost

x∗ below which the providers prefer V1 and the corresponding value y∗ above which the

seekers offer V2 were given by (5.8) and (5.9), respectively. By virtue of fixed x∗ and y∗ the

set memberships of D1, D2, L1 and L2 are fixed. Once the strategy of agents in D1 is fixed

to V1, we have seen by construction that the agents in D2, L1 and L2, play their dominant

strategy of V2, V1 and V2 respectively to maximise respective expected utility. Given their

strategy choices, each agent plays a strategy that maximise its expected utility which is a

BNE.

5.3 Regulatory implications of the mechanism

Some of the macroscopic measures of interactions that may be interesting to a system

designer are discussed below. For the mechanism these measures have been derived using a

symmetric setting where V1 and V2 are equidistant from the midpoint of the support. The

computations are done using a uniformly distributed type realization in [0,1] which mimics

an average case.

• Level of participation/ proportion of agents with positive expected gain

Providers with values cj ≤ V2 and seekers with value vi ≥ V1 find it rational to

participate. In the symmetric setting V2 = 1 − V1 and the number of seekers and

providers who participate is the same and the fraction (P) of agents who participate

is given by

P = V2 (5.36)

Under the mechanism it is possible to ensure greater participation of suppliers by

increasing the “low”-“high” bid spread.
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• Expected allocation No allocation results only in the cases where “high” offering

providers match with “low” offering seekers. Thus the expected fraction of partici-

pating agents who find compatible matches and get to trade is given by

M = 1− (1− p∗)q∗ (5.37)

• Guaranteed allocation The minimum allocation M0 corresponds to the providers

who bid V1. In the normalized setting

M0 = p0 = V1/V2. (5.38)

• Agents’ expected welfare In equilibrium the overall agents’ welfare (G) broken down

by category of agents is computed by (5.39)–(5.42). Here G(D1) denotes expected

welfare of agents in set D1 and likewise for agents in other sets.

G(D1) =

c∗j∫
0

(V1 − c)q∗ dc+

c∗j∫
0

(Vm − c)(1− q∗) dc (5.39)

Here the first term on the right hand side of the equation represents the expected

utility of providers in D1, when they match with seekers in L1 and the second term

represents the expected utility of providers when they match with seekers in L2.

G(D2) =

V2∫
c∗j

(V2 − c)(1− q∗) dc (5.40)

The providers in D2 offer “high” only and hence the right hand term represents their

expected utility when they match with “high” offers, i.e., the seekers in D2. Likewise

G(L1) and G(L2) are computed as below.

G(L∗1) =

v∗i∫
V1

(v − V1)p∗ dv (5.41)
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G(L∗2) =

1∫
v∗i

(v − Vm)p∗ dv +

1∫
v∗i

(v − V2)(1− p∗) dv (5.42)

The overall expected welfare for the system is given by

G = G(D∗1) +G(D∗2) +G(L∗1) +G(L∗2) (5.43)

We used Matlab R2012b to obtain the fixed point using (5.25) and compute the measures

(5.36)–(5.38) and (5.43). In Table 5.3, we compare the two bid mechanism with maximum

assignment and double auction mechanisms. This comparison is made assuming the value

realisations are uniformly spread. Two simulations of two bid mechanisms, one with V1 =

0.4 and V2 = 0.6 and another with V1 = 0.25 and V2 = 0.75 are used.

Table 5.3: Participation, allocation and social welfare comparison

Double Maximum Two bid Mechanism 1 Two bid Mechanism 2

auction assignment V1 = .35, V2 = .65 V1 = .4, V2 = .6

Guaranteed allocation
(M0)

0.5 1 0.35 0.4

Expected allocation (M) 0.5 1 0.41 0.45

Participation (P) / agents
with positive expected
gain (%)

50 100a 65 60

Expected total welfare (G) 0.25 0b 0.204 0.225
a The regulator dictates 100 % participation.
b A seeker i is assigned the resource from a provider j such that vi = cj , resulting in zero gain.

Our approach can be viewed as a compromise between the static double auction and

the maximum assignment approach. The maximum assignment gives 100% allocation with

no welfare gain. Compared to the static double auction, which maximises the total welfare

(sum of utilities), our proposed mechanism spreads the expected welfare among a larger

fraction of participants and all the participating agents have a positive expected utility

under the mechanism. On expected utility basis, the mechanism rewards a weak agent less

than a strong agent as can be seen from the declining Y-axis value levels for weaker agents

in Figure 5.4 and thus does not cause envy which would be there if a weaker agent were

rewarded better. When the designer spreads V1 and V2 further apart, the participation

increases at the cost of the expected total welfare (columns 4 and 5). A mechanism with
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larger spread is more attractive to weaker agents as seen in Figure 5.4 where the expected

gain curve corresponding to weaker agents in mechanism 1 (with a high-low spread of 0.25-

0.75) crosses above the curve in mechanism 2. A system designer may use this to attract

weaker agents to the allocation mechanism. The mechanism provides symmetric gains to

providers and seekers and we can observe this symmetry in Figure 5.5.
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5.4 Discussion

Given the assumptions (A1)–(A5), the mechanism showed that by controlling the strate-

gies of only a limited set of agents, in this case the strong providers, we get a pure strategy
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equilibrium. This equilibrium of deterministic agent behavior may be useful in control ap-

plications as deterministic behavior simplifies the control machinery.

In allocation applications a system designer may need to manage tradeoff between the

agents’ self interest and the level of allocation. In literature the sum of agents’ utilities

is also termed as total welfare. Let us consider the tradeoff for our agent population. At

one extreme could be an assignment model, let us call it maximum assignment, that makes

100% allocation when a provider with a value x releases the resource to a seeker with a

value y = x, but this results in no change in the agents’ utilities. In comparison consider

the static double auction where the transfer value of 0.5 (midpoint of the truthful bids

distribution) determines the allocations. While the allocation maximises the total welfare,

only 50% of the agents have a utility gain. There could be applications in which increased

participation of the agents is important. As an example, a larger number of distributed

electricity sources results in a higher supply stability. The tradeoff between participation

and efficiency can be tuned in our proposed mechanism.
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CHAPTER 6

A multiple units allocation design: A procedure for

dominant strategy mechanism

6.1 Introduction

The matching model in Chapter 5 was based on agents’ common belief of the bid strat-

egy distribution. Based on a common prior, we showed how this common belief emerged

from a direct control over a subset of agents to get the dominant strategy result. The com-

mon prior assumption, which simplifies the modelling, is normally made in the incomplete

information literature. There can however be conditions under which this assumption is

difficult to make. As an example, small devices in power frugal applications may not have

adequate capabilities to sense or estimate the probability distribution and the assumption

that the agents have a common knowledge of the probability distribution can only be made

under a reliable exogenous signal. Moreover, our models in Chapters 4 and 5 handled only

single unit allocations.

We now discuss a multi-unit model where the agents do not need to have a common

knowledge of the prior. One hope for making the interaction prior free for an agent is to have

a mechanism that de-links an agent’s utility from its strategy. This of course is possible in

a dictatorial mechanism such as direct assignment or a fixed-price, take-it-or-leave-it mech-

anism. A menu mechanism that provides options for the user to self-select is an alternate

mechanism. We discuss a menu mechanism where the options, which are heterogeneous

bundles, are created by the regulator based on the agents’ reports. In the menu mechanism
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discussed in this chapter, truthful reporting is the dominant strategy. Thus an agent’s opti-

misation process to choose the best action does not need to the common knowledge of type

distribution.

Multi-unit allocations differ from the allocation setting we discussed under Section 3.3.2.

There the object of allocation was a single unit or a single bundle. In the multi-unit set-

ting discussed here, the regulator provides a finite number of heterogeneous bundles and an

agent is allocated one of the bundles. Each bundle may vary in quantity or composition.

We illustrate by an example from an electricity network.

Example 6.1. A utility company (Utilco) wants to contract electricity purchase for a given

period from the distributed generators which include solar, wind and biomas generators

of various capacities. Utilco invites bids for, say, four possible quantities–2MW, 5MW,

10MW and 20MW. Based on the rates, Utilco will decide which quantity to contract from

a particular DG.

In the above example each contract quantity is a distinct bundle. In this chapter we

discuss a mechanism that addresses allocations for such heterogeneous bundles.

Our analysis in this chapter will use a direct mechanism. A direct mechanism is a mech-

anism in which the agents report types instead of any other messages. In a direct mechanism

for single-unit or single-bundle allocation, the agent’s type is its valuation for the unit or the

bundle as the case may be. In the setting of heterogeneous bundles an agent has valuation

for each of the bundles. In Example 6.1, a DG’s valuation vector represents DG’s cost for

each of the quantities. Thus in such settings the type is a vector by nature. In the literature

this type is known as multidimensional type [82]. The mechanism discussed in this chapter

considers heterogeneous bundles where agents’ types are multidimensional. Note that anal-

ysis using a direct mechanism does not affect the generality of the approach. This follows

a result in the literature known as the revelation principle, according to which any mecha-

nism implementable in dominant strategies can be implemented by a direct mechanism [34].
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This chapter is structured as follows. We introduce mechanism design concepts in quasi-

linear utility setting in Section 6.2. This is an extension of Section 2.1.5. In Section 6.3,

we discuss the design of a multidimensional allocation mechanism. In the same section, we

analyse the conditions of incentive compatibility when true reporting is a dominant strat-

egy. In Section 6.4, we provide our procedure for creating the allocation mechanism for a

target domain. Here we also prove that the procedure yields a mechanism that satisfies

individual rationality and incentive compatibility. We then develop an application example

for demand management in an electricity network in Section 6.5. We conclude with a dis-

cussion in Section 6.6.

6.2 Mechanisms in quasilinear settings

We first introduce the relevant mechanism design concepts and notation for a setting

with quasilinear utilities, assuming a single unit/single bundle allocation.

Let O be the set of allocation outcomes. We assume a quasilinear environment, where

an agent’s utility can be augmented by a payment m. An agent’s valuation of an allocation

ok ∈ O is dependent on its type θa and is denoted by v(ok, θa). The agent’s utility from

allocation ok ∈ O given its type θa and payment m is v(ok, θa) + m and is denoted by

u(ok, θa,m). The resulting utility is linear in m. Suppose a DG of type θa is allocated

(contracted for) 2MW and its cost for 2MW is x $ and its bid is for y $. Then for this DG

v(2MW, θa) = −x and m = y and the DG’s utility from the contract is u(2MW, θa, y) =

y − x. Note that an agent’s type may change depending on internal or external factors.

Consider the example below.

Example 6.2. Consider the electricity purchase setting of Example 6.1. Assume that there

are three DGs–one wind, one solar and one biomas, identified as GW, GS, GB respectively.

Also assume that for a given output, the solar and wind DGs have fixed generation costs

and the biomas DG’s costs vary depending on the input costs of the day. Assume that GB
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may have three possible costs.

In this example GB has three possible types.

Recall from Section 2.1.5 that a mechanism is an interaction design that can be rep-

resented by a message (M) and game (g) set tuple 〈M, g〉, where the mechanism outcome

is based on the equilibrium of the game in which messages are the strategies. A direct

mechanism could then be represented by 〈θ, g〉, where θ represents the type profile reported

by the agents. In a quasilinear setting the game g can be implemented by a choice function

and payment function tuple (f, p) each of whose argument is the type profile. This means

that the equilibrium outcome of g and (f, p) are the same. Let us review these functions

more closely.

In case of a n-agent system, we denote On as the set of allocation outcomes. A choice

function, or an allocation selection rule, f , chooses an allocation, say, ok in On correspond-

ing to the particular report of the type profile θ = (θ1, ..., θi, ..., θn). The type profile θ is

written as (θi, θ−i). In this representation θi is i’s type and θ−i refers to the profile of types

of all agents other than i. Thus f(θi, θ−i) = ok. In this chapter, we assume that the agents

types are drawn from the same type space Θ. Thus, for n agents, the space of type profiles

is Θn and f : Θn → On.

Similar to the choice function f(θi, θ−i), the payment function p(θi, θ−i) specifies the

payments for each of the types. Thus p : Θn → Rn is an n−component vector, each com-

ponent for one of the n agents. Same types will have the same allocation and types having

the same allocation will have the same payment.

In Example 6.2, for simplicity, let per unit cost be the type. Let us denote the GW and

GS types as w and s respectively and GB’s possible types as b1, b2 or b3. On a day the type

profile could be (w, s, b1) or (w, s, b2) or (w, s, b3). Assume that the type directly affects the

bid of each DG. Here a choice function could be of the type: Given θ type report, i.e., bid
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report, contract the lowest bidding DG to supply q MW. An associated payment function

could be to pay the lowest bidder the rate of the next higher bidder. The choice function

depends on the regulator’s agenda, i.e., in this case Utilco’s agenda. Assume that Utilco

is mandated to encourage low land use sources and hence wants to favor wind generation.

Then it may have a choice function of the type: adjust upwards by 5% all except wind DG’s

bids and then contract the lowest bidding DG for q MW.

6.3 Mechanism design for multidimensional setting

An example of heterogeneous bundle allocation is multi-unit allocation of homogeneous

items, where each object of allocation is a distinct bundle of unique quantities. These bun-

dles are the allocation alternatives and an agent is allocated one of the bundles. The agents

have their own preferences over the allocation bundles depending on respective conditions

and an agent’s valuation is a multidimensional vector with a component for each of the

alternatives. Thus if A is the set of alternatives, an agent’s specific type is equivalent to

some valuation vector Vθ ∈ R|A|, i.e., the type is multidimensional. See the example of an

electric vehicle (EV) charging case below.

Example 6.3. Consider the case of an EV charging station which offers two charging

contracts a1h and a3h. Assume that a1h means that EV is guaranteed a minimum of one

hour charge and a3h means that the EV is guaranteed a higher, say a minimum of 3 hours,

charge. An EV which has a long trip planned, call it type Ed+, will find a3h significantly

more valuable than a1h, compared to an EV of type Ed− which has a limited run over next

few days. Mock valuations are depicted in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Multidimensional valuations
a1h a3h

Ed− 2.00 2.70
Ed+ 2.00 7.00

In multi-unit/ multi-bundle allocations, given the type report (θi, θ−i) from n agents,

the choice function f(θi, θ−i) returns an n−component vector, where each component is
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some a ∈ A. In this EV charging example if there are three EVs who report types ( Ed−,

Ed−, Ed+), the allocation outcome o could be the vector (a1h,a1h,a3h). Note that depending

on the regulator’s criteria, the allocation vector could also have been (a3h,a3h,a3h).

For agent i, we will denote the set of valuation vectors for all possible types by the

domain Di. We assume that an agent’s valuation of an allocation is dependent only on

its own allocation component. Thus Di does not change in the multiple agents case. This

assumption is also called pure preference or private value assumption in the literature.

6.3.1 Incentive compatibility requirements for dominant strategy implemen-

tation

Consider a setting in which agent seeks an allocation and has to make payment for the

allocation. Under the mechanism (f, p) an agent’s utility based on the reports is given by

ui(f(θi, θ−i), θi, pi(θi, θ−i)) = vi(f(θi, θ−i), θi)− pi(θi, θ−i) (6.1)

Equation (6.1) states that the utility to the agent i for the allocation f(θi, θ−i) when the

type reports are (θi, θ−i) is equal to its valuation vi(f(θi, θ−i), θi) for the allocation minus

the associated payment pi(θi, θ−i).

For a truthful implementation of the mechanism it should be that an agent does not

gain by misreporting. Consider that agent i has type θi and the type report thus is (θi, θ−i).

To not gain by misreporting its type as θ′i, its utility from the true declaration of θi should

be no less than its utility if it misreported. Upon misreport as θ′i, it gets the allocation

and makes the payment which the mechanism has chosen for type θ′i. Agent i’s utility on

misreport thus is vi(f(θ′i, θ−i), θi) − pi(θ′i, θ−i). Consequently for truthful implementation

we must have

vi(f(θi, θ−i), θi)− pi(θi, θ−i) ≥ vi(f(θ′i, θ−i), θi)− pi(θ′i, θ−i) (6.2)
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In parallel, if the agent i was of type θ′i, it should not gain by misreporting as θi, thus

vi(f(θ′i, θ−i), θ
′
i)− pi(θ′i, θ−i) ≥ vi(f(θi, θ−i), θ

′
i)− pi(θi, θ−i) (6.3)

The constraints (6.2) and (6.3) are known as incentive compatibility (IC) requirements

and should hold for each of the n agents for any possible types θi, θ
′
i ∈ Θ that an agent can

have. We add (6.2) and (6.3) and rearrange to get

vi(f(θ′i, θ−i), θ
′
i)− vi(f(θi, θ−i), θ

′
i) ≥ vi(f(θ′i, θ−i), θi)− vi(f(θi, θ−i), θi) (6.4)

Thus a choice function can be implemented in dominant strategies if for the domain of

valuation for every possible type in the type space Θ, the inequality (6.4) holds. The rela-

tionship characterized by (6.4) has been called weak monotonicity [83], monotonicity [84]

or 2-cycle inequality [85] of choice function.

Let us examine the relationship between the choice function and valuation as given by

inequality (6.4). If the agent’s valuation increases with quantity allocated or the probability

of allocation, then we have the following.

Remark 6.4. If there is an order on allocations and the agents value the allocation higher

in the order more than the allocations below and if a certain type has the same or higher

valuation for an allocation than another type, then the choice function must make the same

or higher allocation to the type having a higher valuation.

This is illustrated by the following example.

Example 6.5. Consider a single item (multiple quantities) setting where an agent i may

have one of the two possible types, namely θx or θy. Assume that type θy’s valuation for

a given quantity is equal or more than that of type θx. Assume that an agent’s valuation

is linear in quantity and if the quantity allocated is q, the agent when its type is θx, it

assigns k1 value per unit. Thus the valuation for quantity q or v(q, θx) = k1q. Similarly

v(q, θy) = k2q. Now assume that f(θx, θ−i) = q1 and f(θy, θ−i) = q2. For this setting the

inequality (6.4) becomes
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k2q2 − k2q1 ≥ k1q2 − k1q1

or

(k2 − k1)q2 ≥ (k2 − k1)q1

Thus if k2 ≥ k1 then we must have q2 ≥ q1.

Moreover, we observe a relationship between the choice function and the payment. Rear-

ranging (6.2) we get

pi(θ
′
i, θ−i)− pi(θi, θ−i) ≥ vi(f(θ′i, θ−i), θi)− vi(f(θi, θ−i), θi) (6.5)

Hence the remark follows.

Remark 6.6. For incentive compatibility the penalty imposed by the payment increase

associated with a type misreport should be equal to or more than the gain by misrepresen-

tation.

We illustrate the mechanics of establishing monotonicity in a simple example.

Example 6.7. We consider an EV charging setting that has five types of EVs, namely, E1–

E5 and four allocation alternatives, i.e., charging contracts, namely a, b, c and d. Assume

the order on alternatives is d � c � b � a. The allocation alternatives a, b, c and d could

be charging contracts for 10 KWH, 15 KWH, 20 KWH and 25 KWH energy, respectively.

A 25 KWH charge will be valued higher than 20 KWH and so on. Agents’ valuation vectors

are shown in Table 6.2 where the number in a cell is the type’s (row’s) valuation, e.g., the

dollar value for the alternative (column). An arbitrary choice function is depicted via bold

cells in Table 6.2. A column of the bold cell identifies the allocation that is assigned when

the type indicated by the row is reported.

For monotonicity we require (6.4) to hold for all (θi, θj) combinations of types (E1,E2),

(E1,E3), (E1,E4), (E1,E5), (E2,E3), (E2,E4), (E2,E5), (E3,E4), (E3,E5) and (E4,E5). This

example passes the test of monotonicity. For example take (E2,E4) we find 5.6- 4 is greater

than 3.6-2.9; likewise we can test the other combinations.
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Table 6.2: Valuations and choice function (bold type), e.g., E2 gets b
EV type a b c d

E1 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.8
E2 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.6
E3 3.8 4.9 5.9 6
E4 3.6 4 4.8 5.6
E5 4.9 6.1 7.2 8.8

The example, though, does not meet the requirement reflected in Remark 6.4 that higher

valuation type should have same or higher allocation. In this example E4 which has lower

valuation than E3 gets d while M gets c. Recall that (6.5) must be satisfied and the payment

differential between two types who have different allocations must be equal to or higher than

the valuation gain by misrepresentation. However if the payment difference for that of E4

and E3 is higher than (5.6-4.8), there will be an incentive compatibility problem and E4

will present itself as E3.

If however, we re-order the types and then apply a different choice function (Table 6.3)

we will meet the condition that a higher valuation type gets the same or higher allocation.

Table 6.3 is derived from Table 6.2 by reordering for types.

Table 6.3: Reordered valuations and a new choice function
EV type a b c d

E1 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.8
E2 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.6
E4 3.6 4 4.8 5.6
E3 3.8 4.9 5.9 6
E5 4.9 6.1 7.2 8.8

6.3.2 Valuation domains of interest

Recall that Di is the set of valuation vectors for all possible types of i when the space

of its types is Θi. Let D denote the domain of valuations in multiple agent case, i.e.,

D = (D1×D2× ...×Dn) if there are n agents. For incentive compatibility, the monotonic-

ity requirement (6.4) must hold for the entire domain D.
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While the inequality (6.4) is necessary, it is also sufficient for truthful implementation

for some disciplined domains such as a completely ordered domain with some convexity

conditions [83], an increasing differences domain [85], or a domain where the set of valua-

tion vectors is convex and continuous [86]. These domains are ordered domains in the sense

that there exists an order � on the set of allocation alternatives A, such that for any type,

val ≥ vak when al � ak. We find the increasing differences domain interesting. Increasing

differences is defined below.

Definition 8. Increasing differences[85]: For some order on allocations al � ak the

valuations are said to show strict increasing differences when v(al, θj)−v(ak, θj) > v(al, θi)−

v(ak, θi) for all j > i and all al � ak.

Increasing differences are plausible in real life problems. Consider the following examples

from production environment.

Example 6.9. The production units’ output is directly proportional to the input quantity

q of some input commodity and the technology deployed. Thus a production unit of a type

θ has a valuation function of the kind

v(q, θ) = kαθq

q

v(q, θ)

θ1

θ2

θ3v33

q3

v32

v31

v23

v22

q2

v21

q1

Figure 6.1: Production units’ valuations of input quantities

Suppose that there is an order on the technology and the higher technology requires

fewer units of the input commodity. In Example 6.9, assume that there are three sample
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technologies θ1, θ2 and θ3 and that θ3 is higher than θ2 which is higher than θ1. Then αθ3 >

αθ2 > αθ1 and the valuations under the three types would be of the form shown in Figure 6.1.

Note that αθ3 provides the highest slope. Consider three sample quantities q1, q2 and q3

such that q1 < q2 < q3. Let the corresponding valuations be v(θ1) = (v11, v12, v13), v(θ2) =

(v21, v22, v23) and v(θ3) = (v31, v32, v33). Then due to the increasing slopes the inequalities of

increasing differences are satisfied. To see this consider technology θ3 and θ2 and allocations

q2 and q1. Technology θ3’s valuation difference for q2 and q1, i.e., v32 − v31 = kαθ3(q2 − q1)

and the technology θ2’s valuation difference for q2 and q1, i.e., v22 − v21 = kαθ2(q2 − q1).

Since αθ3 > αθ2 the corresponding inequality

v32 − v31 > v22 − v21

holds. The same argument extends to the other relevant inequalities for θ3 and θ2.

v33 − v31 > v23 − v21 for q1 and q3

v33 − v32 > v23 − v22 for q2 and q3

We have shown the relevant valuations for the above cases on the Y-axis of Figure 6.1

and the validity of the inequalities can be observed. Using the same arguments we can

establish validity of increasing differences condition for the complete domain.

When multiple input factors contribute to an agent’s valuation, we may find increasing

differences domain conditions with respect to a particular input given a fixed amount of all

other inputs. An example is given next.

Example 6.10. Consider the production units in Example 6.9. Now suppose that the

output is dependent on the quantity of two inputs, namely, x and y. We assume a dimin-

ishing return output function M = k1q
αθ
x qβθy , where qx and qy respectively are the quantity

allocations of x and y; the exponents are technology specific and are positive and less than

one. We assume that the valuation function of a production unit of type θ is proportional

to its output M . Consequently, a unit’s valuation for allocation of qx and qy is given by the

following.
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v((qx, qy), θ) = kqαθx qβθy

Assume that there is an order on technologies as in Example 6.9, e.g., αθ3 > αθ2 > αθ1 .

Then for a fixed quantity qy of y, we have increasing differences with respect to the quantity

of x input.

We give below a procedure for designing a mechanism when the valuation domain shows

strict increasing differences. The mechanism is dominant strategy implementable.

6.4 A mechanism design procedure for increasing differences domain

Observe that for the mechanism we have to define a choice function and a payment

function. In other words, given the valuations for potential allocation outcomes, we need

to determine which type gets what allocation and then we need to determine the payments

which make these allocations incentive compatible and individually rational. A design can

be conveniently achieved for increasing differences domain. Note that more than one type

may be allocated the same outcome. We observed (Remark 6.6) that to ensure incentive

compatibility, an agent’s penalty for type misreport should be equal to or more than its

gain. For increasing differences domain, if two types are allocated the same outcome, then

if the condition is satisfied for the lower type, it is automatically satisfied for the higher

type. This is formally discussed shortly, and can be observed from figure 6.1 corresponding

to Example 6.9. Suppose in that example we allocate q2 to θ3 and θ2 and q1 to θ1. Now

suppose that we set up the incremental payment (4p) for allocation of q2 versus q1 such

that 4p = v22 − v21. Then θ2 does not gain by misreporting as θ1. Now consider the agent

with type θ3. If it reported truthfully, it would gain v32 −4p which is higher than its gain

of v31 by misreporting as θ1. We have used this reasoning to create the payment function

in the procedure for designing the allocation mechanism.

Now we describe the procedure, which has following steps. The regulator first uses its

domain understanding to determine the allocation choices. It then collects the valuations

from the agents. An agent’s valuation is a vector of values corresponding to the allocation
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choices. The regulator then uses the valuations data to create allocations and compute

payments for various types. We use the following notation in the procedure. Let Tak denote

the set of types for which selected allocation is ak and let pk denote the payment for a type

in Tak . Let 4pk denotes the incremental payment by a type in Tak compared to a type in

Tak−1
. Thus pk = pk−1 + 4pk.
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This procedure produces a mechanism for a domain having strict increasing

differences in valuations.;

input : Set of allocations A = {a1, ..., am}, valuation vectors V = {vij} where

vij = v(aj , θi), i = {1, ..., n}

output: Mechanism (f, p)

Initialization :

Arrange valuation vectors in increasing differences with each row for a type, i.e., n

rows;

set v(a0, θ1) = 0, 4p1 = 0;

Choice function f :

A1. make m similar sized sequential partitions of set of types;

A2. create allocation-type sets for all allocations Tak = {θj |f(θ) = ak} by assigning

the leftmost allocation to the types in first (topmost) partition, the next allocation

to the types in the next partition and so on until the right most allocation is

assigned to the types in the bottom partition ;

Payment function p:

B1.compute incremental payments;

for i = 1 to k do

4pk = Inf{(v(ak, θ)− v(ak−1, θ))|θ ∈ Tak}

end

B2.compute payments;

for i = 1 to k do

pk =
m∑
k=1

4pk

end

Procedure MDINCRDIFF

Proposition 11. The mechanism designed by the procedure MDINCRDIFF is dominant

strategy incentive compatible and individually rational.

Remark 6.12. There can be more than one choice function that meets the requirement
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(6.4).

Recall the steps A1 and A2 in Procedure MDINCRDIFF. Alternate sequential parti-

tions can be created with associated allocation leading to alternate choice functions. The

mechanism (the tuple of choice function and payment function) will also change accordingly.

Remark 6.13. When the valuation functions are known, the designer can choose an imple-

mentable choice function which performs best on its regulation agenda by selecting choice

allocations that meet (6.4) requirement and corresponding payment functions that meet the

incentive compatibility requirements (6.2) and (6.3).

Proof of Proposition 11

Proof. For simplicity of notation, we write Tak as Tk.

Proof of incentive compatibility: The proposition of incentive compatibility holds if

the following conditions are met.

i For any type θi, θj ∈ Tk there is no incentive to pose as type θj ∈ Tk.

ii For any type θi ∈ Tk there is no incentive to pose as type θj ∈ Tk+1.

iii For any type θi ∈ Tk there is no incentive to pose as type θj ∈ Tk−1.

iv For any type θi ∈ Tk−1 there is no incentive to pose as θj ∈ Tk+1 and vice versa.

Let θk and θk denote the highest type and the lowest type which are allocated ak. Note

that the incremental payment 4pk for a type which is allocated ak (that is θ ∈ Tk) is given

by

4pk = Inf{(v(k, θ)− v(k − 1, θ)|θ ∈ Tk}

By the increasing differences assumption argmin{v(k, θ)− v(k − 1, θ)} is θk. Thus

4pk = v(k, θk)− v(k − 1, θk) (6.6)

The gain of a type θ ∈ Tk by misreporting as θ ∈ Tk+1 is

v(k + 1, θ)− v(k, θ)−4pk+1
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Observation 1: Note that the same payment 4pk+1 applies for all θ ∈ Tk who are

misreporting as θ ∈ Tk+1. By the increasing differences assumption argmax{v(k + 1, θ) −

v(k, θ)−4pk+1} = θk. Thus if there is no incentive for θk to misreport as θ ∈ Tk+1, there

is no incentive for any θ ∈ Tk to misreport as θ ∈ Tk+1.

Observation 2: Similarly if there is no incentive for θk to misreport as θ ∈ Tk−1 then

there is no incentive for any θ ∈ Tk to misreport as θ ∈ Tk−1.

Now we show that the conditions (i)–(iv) hold for the mechanism generated by MDINCRDIFF.

(i) For all θ ∈ Tk the allocation and pk remain the same hence any θi ∈ Tk does not

gain by posing as θj ∈ Tk.

(ii) Then the incremental payment for θ ∈ Tk+1

4pk+1 = v(k + 1, θk+1)− v(k, θk+1) (6.7)

For θk to not gain by posing as θ ∈ Tk+1 we require

v(k, θk) ≥ v(k + 1, θk)−4pk+1 (6.8)

Using (6.7) in (6.8) we get

v(k, θk) ≥ v(k + 1, θk)− v(k + 1, θk+1) + v(k, θk+1) (6.9)

which holds due to the increasing differences assumption. Thus a type θ ∈ Tk does not

gain by misreporting as type θ ∈ Tk+1.

(iii) For θk not to gain by posing as θ ∈ Tk−1 we need

v(k, θk)−4pk ≥ v(k − 1, θk) (6.10)

i.e., we must have
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v(k, θk)− v(k, θk) + v(k − 1, θk) ≥ v(k − 1, θk) (6.11)

The above evaluates to equality. Thus a type θ ∈ Tk does not gain by misreporting as type

θ ∈ Tk−1.

(iv) First, consider a type in Tk−1 misreporting as a type in Tk+1. There is no incentive

for θk− to pose as θ ∈ Tk+1 if

v(k − 1, θk−1) ≥ v(k + 1, θk−1)−4pk −4pk+1 (6.12)

or

v(k − 1, θk−1) ≥ v(k + 1, θk−1)− v(k, θk) + v(k − 1, θk)− v(k + 1, θk+1) + v(k, θk+1)

(6.13)

Suppose θk− gains by posing as θ ∈ Tk+1, then

v(k + 1, θk−1)− v(k − 1, θk−1) > v(k, θk)− v(k − 1, θk) + v(k + 1, θk+1)− v(k, θk+1)

(6.14)

Rearrangement with a new term v(k, θk−1) in the left-hand side we get

v(k + 1, θk−1)− v(k, θk−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a

+ v(k, θk−1)− v(k − 1, θk−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
b

>

v(k, θk)− v(k − 1, θk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c

+ v(k + 1, θk+1)− v(k, θk+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d

(6.15)

Note that as d > a and c > b, the inequality (6.15) does not hold, a contradiction. Thus a

type in Tk−1 does not gain by misreporting as a type in Tk+1.

For θ ∈ Tk+1 to not gain by misreporting as θ ∈ Tk−1 we require,

v(k + 1, θk+1)−4pk+1 −4pk ≥ v(k − 1, θk+1) (6.16)
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which is rewritten as

v(k + 1, θk+1)− v(k + 1, θk+1) + v(k, θk+1)− v(k, θk) + v(k − 1, θk) ≥ v(k − 1, θk+1)

(6.17)

or

v(k, θk+1)− v(k − 1, θk+1) ≥ v(k, θk)− v(k − 1, θk) (6.18)

which holds due to increasing differences. Thus θ ∈ Tk+1 does not gain by misreporting as

θ ∈ Tk−1.

Proof of individual rationality: The proof is shown in two steps

i If it is individually rational for type θk ∈ Tk, then it is individually rational for θk ∈ Tk

ii It is individually rational for any θ

(i): If it is individually rational for θk ∈ Tk, then

u(k, θk) = v(k, θk)− pk ≥ 0

i.e.,

v(k, θk) ≥ pk (6.19)

By increasing differences for θk , v(k, θk) > v(k, θk) and hence v(k, θk) ≥ pk which leads to

the conclusion that u(k, θk) = v(k, θk)− pk ≥ 0, i.e., it is individually rational for θk.

(ii): We show the individual rationality by induction.

1. Base case for θ1, u(1, θ1) = v(1, θ1) − p1 is positive as p1 is zero by the MDINCRDIFF

procedure and we have assumed that the agents’ valuations for the outcomes are positive.

2. Our induction hypothesis is that it is individually rational for θk; i.e., v(k, θk)− pk ≥ 0.

3. We need to show that it is individually rational for θk+1, i.e., v(k + 1, θk+1)− pk+1 ≥ 0.
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Following (6.6),

v(k + 1, θk+1) = v(k, θk+1) +4pk+1 (6.20)

Since by increasing differences v(k, θk+1) > v(k, θk), (6.20) becomes

v(k + 1, θk+1) > v(k, θk) +4pk+1 (6.21)

Using (6.19), we have

v(k + 1, θk+1) > pk +4pk+1 = pk+1 (6.22)

v(k + 1, θk+1)− pk+1 > 0 (6.23)

6.5 Electricity demand management example

We will use MDINCRDIFF procedure to develop a mechanism for our demand manage-

ment case. Management of demand helps the utility company (Utilco) (i) better match the

supply to the demand and thus improve the welfare of electricity suppliers and consumers,

and (ii) manage the infrastructure overload and thus control the investments. In compar-

ison to a utility driven load curtailment [14], [15], the proposed model is consumer choice

driven and can be combined with time of use (TOU) prices.

The proposed model is for a differential pricing mechanism where the consumers having

higher demand variability pay higher rates. The consumers who can manage the variability

by load shifting will avail themselves of lower prices. This in turn will result in lower overall

peak demand. In the mechanism design framework discussed above, Utilco sets up different

variability options and each consumer provides its valuation vector to Utilco. For each

report of valuation vector, the Utilco then determines the allocation i.e., allowed variation,
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and the rate for consumption corresponding to the variation. These payments should be

such that the consumers provide a truthful valuation vector. Utilco may impose penalty

payments for consumption beyond the allowed variation. It is assumed that the penalty

does not exceed an agent’s valuation for the variation.

It may not be straightforward for a consumer to provide the valuation vector. Hence,

in what follows we use a formulation based on existing consumption variability data to

determine the valuation vectors.

6.5.1 Load’s valuation for a variation

In our model we make the following assumptions with regards to the loads’ demand

variations and valuations for the given hour.

(i) The consumer’s incremental valuation for the variation is an increasing function of its

consumption variability need.

(ii) A consumer’s willingness to pay (WTP) for the variation is proportional to the valu-

ation.

(iii) The consumers are aware of their average demand (µ) and standard deviation (σ) in

demand.

A fixed load would derive little value from the variation, whereas a make-to-order factory

would derive a greater value. Such reasoning is the basis for assumption (i). Assumption

(ii) only serves to simplify the example. With this assumption we can assess the valua-

tions using existing consumption data, as shortly described. Assumption (iii) is based on

the premise that Utilco’s systems already have this data. Many utility companies already

provide the consumers a ready access to their detailed consumption data.

We will use coefficient of variation (σ/µ) as a measure of the variability need of the

consumer. Then using assumption (i), we have the following valuation function:

v(x, µ, σ) = k(1 +
σ

µ
x) (6.24)
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Here the variable x is the ratio of variation of load and average consumption. The element

k is some constant. We can consider the coefficient of variation as the type. Then, such a

valuation function is increasing in type. If the allowed variation is an allocation outcome, the

function creates an order on the allocations with loads preferring higher allocations. Such

a valuation domain shows increasing differences. Simplifying real consumption data [87],

available under Creative Commons license, we created sample data with µ and σ values for

thirty households. By assumption (ii), the WTP (denoted w) for a given σ, µ and variation

x, w(x, µ, σ) = Kv(x, µ, σ). We computed the normalized WTP on the base data assuming

the following.

w(x, µ, σ) = (1 +
σ

µ
x) (6.25)

We show the WTP in Table 6.4. The entries are read as follows. Household h7 has coefficient

of variation of 0.49 and is willing to pay a maximum of 1.049 times the base rate for 10%

variation and 1.292 times the base rate for 60% variation.

6.5.2 Choice function and payments determination

The following are the mechanics of the model. Utilco uses the data on average demand

and standard deviation to determine the types and WTP for the target variability choices.

Utilco then uses the MDINCRDIFF procedure and creates type partitions, associates vari-

abilities to the partitions and computes the charges for different variabilities. Utilco pub-

lishes these allocations and the associated payments as available contracts. The procedure

ensures that the consumer does not gain by choosing a contract that is not assigned for its

type.

The loads’ base data (Table 6.4) sorted by type, i.e., coefficient of variation, is presented

in Table 6.5.

Assume that the regulator makes seven type partitions and associates allocations to these

types. We show this in Table 6.6, where we identify the allocation and the associated type

partition by the variability figure in the subscript. For example let 30% variability be a

choice. Let us call this outcome a30. The regulator has associated a30 to the type partition

having types from 0.26 to 0.4. We call this partition Ta30 .
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Table 6.4: Example of energy demand for a given hour and willingness to pay (w) for
demand variation

HouseholdAverage
demand
(µ) in
KWH

Standard
devia-
tion
(σ) of
demand
in KWH

Coef.
of
vari-
ation

WTP (w) for % of variation from the average

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
h1 0.59 0.11 0.19 1.019 1.038 1.057 1.075 1.094 1.113 1.132 1.151
h2 0.76 0.26 0.35 1.035 1.069 1.104 1.139 1.174 1.208 1.243 1.278
h3 0.54 0.44 0.80 1.080 1.160 1.240 1.320 1.401 1.481 1.561 1.641
h4 0.71 0.31 0.44 1.044 1.088 1.131 1.175 1.219 1.263 1.307 1.351
h5 0.35 0.16 0.47 1.047 1.095 1.142 1.189 1.236 1.284 1.331 1.378
h6 0.63 0.13 0.20 1.020 1.040 1.060 1.080 1.100 1.119 1.139 1.159
h7 0.74 0.36 0.49 1.049 1.097 1.146 1.195 1.244 1.292 1.341 1.390
h8 0.32 0.18 0.56 1.056 1.111 1.167 1.222 1.278 1.333 1.389 1.444
h9 0.64 0.49 0.76 1.076 1.152 1.228 1.304 1.380 1.456 1.532 1.608
h10 0.35 0.40 1.13 1.113 1.227 1.340 1.454 1.567 1.680 1.794 1.907
h11 0.65 0.37 0.57 1.057 1.113 1.170 1.226 1.283 1.339 1.396 1.452
h12 0.74 0.13 0.18 1.018 1.036 1.054 1.072 1.090 1.109 1.127 1.145
h13 0.35 0.32 0.91 1.091 1.182 1.274 1.365 1.456 1.547 1.638 1.730
h14 0.81 0.48 0.60 1.060 1.119 1.179 1.239 1.298 1.358 1.417 1.477
h15 0.61 0.35 0.57 1.057 1.115 1.172 1.230 1.287 1.345 1.402 1.460
h16 0.76 0.29 0.39 1.039 1.077 1.116 1.154 1.193 1.231 1.270 1.309
h17 0.74 0.40 0.55 1.055 1.110 1.164 1.219 1.274 1.329 1.383 1.438
h18 0.81 0.39 0.48 1.048 1.097 1.145 1.194 1.242 1.290 1.339 1.387
h19 0.44 0.39 0.89 1.089 1.179 1.268 1.358 1.447 1.537 1.626 1.716
h20 0.76 0.36 0.48 1.048 1.095 1.143 1.190 1.238 1.285 1.333 1.381
h21 0.71 0.23 0.33 1.033 1.065 1.098 1.131 1.163 1.196 1.228 1.261
h22 0.84 0.46 0.54 1.054 1.108 1.163 1.217 1.271 1.325 1.380 1.434
h23 0.38 0.14 0.38 1.038 1.076 1.114 1.152 1.190 1.228 1.266 1.304
h24 0.43 0.49 1.16 1.116 1.232 1.347 1.463 1.579 1.695 1.810 1.926
h25 0.51 0.40 0.78 1.078 1.155 1.233 1.310 1.388 1.466 1.543 1.621
h26 0.51 0.24 0.47 1.047 1.094 1.141 1.188 1.235 1.282 1.329 1.376
h27 0.78 0.18 0.24 1.024 1.047 1.071 1.094 1.118 1.141 1.165 1.188
h28 0.56 0.42 0.75 1.075 1.149 1.224 1.298 1.373 1.447 1.522 1.596
h29 0.56 0.38 0.68 1.068 1.136 1.204 1.272 1.340 1.408 1.476 1.544
h30 0.52 0.42 0.80 1.080 1.160 1.240 1.320 1.399 1.479 1.559 1.639
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Table 6.5: WTP data of Table 6.4 sorted by type
HouseholdAverage

demand
(µ) in
KWH

Standard
devia-
tion
(σ) of
demand
in KWH

Coef.
of
vari-
ation

WTP for % of variation from the average

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
h12 0.74 0.13 0.18 1.018 1.036 1.054 1.072 1.090 1.109 1.127 1.145
h1 0.59 0.11 0.19 1.019 1.038 1.057 1.075 1.094 1.113 1.132 1.151
h6 0.63 0.13 0.20 1.020 1.040 1.060 1.080 1.100 1.119 1.139 1.159
h27 0.78 0.18 0.24 1.024 1.047 1.071 1.094 1.118 1.141 1.165 1.188
h21 0.71 0.23 0.33 1.033 1.065 1.098 1.131 1.163 1.196 1.228 1.261
h2 0.76 0.26 0.35 1.035 1.069 1.104 1.139 1.174 1.208 1.243 1.278
h23 0.38 0.14 0.38 1.038 1.076 1.114 1.152 1.190 1.228 1.266 1.304
h16 0.76 0.29 0.39 1.039 1.077 1.116 1.154 1.193 1.231 1.270 1.309
h4 0.71 0.31 0.44 1.044 1.088 1.131 1.175 1.219 1.263 1.307 1.351
h26 0.51 0.24 0.47 1.047 1.094 1.141 1.188 1.235 1.282 1.329 1.376
h5 0.35 0.16 0.47 1.047 1.095 1.142 1.189 1.236 1.284 1.331 1.378
h20 0.76 0.36 0.48 1.048 1.095 1.143 1.190 1.238 1.285 1.333 1.381
h18 0.81 0.39 0.48 1.048 1.097 1.145 1.194 1.242 1.290 1.339 1.387
h7 0.74 0.36 0.49 1.049 1.097 1.146 1.195 1.244 1.292 1.341 1.390
h22 0.84 0.46 0.54 1.054 1.108 1.163 1.217 1.271 1.325 1.380 1.434
h17 0.74 0.40 0.55 1.055 1.110 1.164 1.219 1.274 1.329 1.383 1.438
h8 0.32 0.18 0.56 1.056 1.111 1.167 1.222 1.278 1.333 1.389 1.444
h11 0.65 0.37 0.57 1.057 1.113 1.170 1.226 1.283 1.339 1.396 1.452
h15 0.61 0.35 0.57 1.057 1.115 1.172 1.230 1.287 1.345 1.402 1.460
h14 0.81 0.48 0.60 1.060 1.119 1.179 1.239 1.298 1.358 1.417 1.477
h29 0.56 0.38 0.68 1.068 1.136 1.204 1.272 1.340 1.408 1.476 1.544
h28 0.56 0.42 0.75 1.075 1.149 1.224 1.298 1.373 1.447 1.522 1.596
h9 0.64 0.49 0.76 1.076 1.152 1.228 1.304 1.380 1.456 1.532 1.608
h25 0.51 0.40 0.78 1.078 1.155 1.233 1.310 1.388 1.466 1.543 1.621
h30 0.52 0.42 0.80 1.080 1.160 1.240 1.320 1.399 1.479 1.559 1.639
h3 0.54 0.44 0.80 1.080 1.160 1.240 1.320 1.401 1.481 1.561 1.641
h19 0.44 0.39 0.89 1.089 1.179 1.268 1.358 1.447 1.537 1.626 1.716
h13 0.35 0.32 0.91 1.091 1.182 1.274 1.365 1.456 1.547 1.638 1.730
h10 0.35 0.40 1.13 1.113 1.227 1.340 1.454 1.567 1.680 1.794 1.907
h24 0.43 0.49 1.16 1.116 1.232 1.347 1.463 1.579 1.695 1.810 1.926
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Table 6.6: Type partitions and allocation association
Ta20 Ta30 Ta40 Ta50 Ta60 Ta70 Ta80

Coefficient of variation 0.1-0.25 0.26-0.40 0.41-0.50 0.51-0.60 0.61-0.75 0.76-0.95 0.96-1.2
Allocation selection 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

The regulator uses the WTP formulation given by (6.25) in the MDINCRDIFF for pay-

ment calculations. We show a sample calculation.

Let normalized base rate of 1 apply to the type partition Ta20 . By MDINCRDIFF, the

incremental payment 4p30 for the partition Ta30 is

4p30 = Inf{(w(a30, θ)− w(a20, θ))|θ ∈ Ta30}

For a type in Ta30 the lowest difference in WTP for allocation a30 and a20 is achieved when

x is 0.26. Thus

4p30 = w(a30, θ = 0.26)− w(a20, θ = 0.26)

By (6.25), w(a30, θ = 0.26) = 1 + 0.3(0.26) = 1.078 and w(a20, θ = 0.26) = 1 + 0.2(0.26) =

1.052. Thus 4p30 = 1.078 − 1.052 = 0.026. Likewise the incremental payment from type

partition Ta30 to type partition Ta40 and onwards are computed. For the example, the

payments are presented in Table 6.7. In this table, v(ak, θk) is the lowest type in the set

Tak that is allocated ak, and v(ak−1, θk) is the same type’s valuation for allocation ak−1.

This is the final mechanism.

Table 6.7: Allocations and payments
Ta20 Ta30 Ta40 Ta50 Ta60 Ta70 Ta80

Coefficient of variation 0.1-0.25 0.26-0.40 0.41-0.50 0.51-0.60 0.61-0.75 0.76-0.95 0.96-1.2
Allocation selection 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

v(ak, θk) 1.020 1.078 1.164 1.255 1.366 1.532 1.760
v(ak−1, θk) - 1.052 1.123 1.204 1.305 1.456 1.665

Incremental payment 0.026 0.041 0.051 0.061 0.076 0.095
Applicable rate 1.000 1.026 1.067 1.118 1.179 1.255 1.350

It can be seen that by this mechanism no load pays more than its WTP value and that a
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load does not gain by choosing a contract not assigned for its type. As an example consider

household h29 which has a type of 0.68. For this type the regulator allocates 60% variation,

at this contract its gain is 1.408-1.179 = 0.229 (h29’s WTP for variation of 60% - h29’s

payment for the variation of 60%). This positive gain implies individual rationality. If h29

chooses an alternate contract, say that corresponding to type 0.42, it would be choosing a

contract for Ta40 . The household would then h29 be charged 1.067 whereas its WTP for

the 40% variation associated with Ta40 would be 1.272. This would lead to a gain of 0.205,

which is lower than what it would have gained due to the allocated contract. Now consider

h29 choosing a contract for type 0.76 which is in Ta70 . The household h29 would be charged

1.255, while its WTP for the 70% variation associated with Ta70 is 1.476, leading to a gain

of 0.221. Once again we see that h29 does better by choosing the assigned contract. Like-

wise it can be verified for any other type. Thus incentive compatibility objectives is also met.

In an electricity network, demand variability requires higher infrastructure investment

as the network has to be designed for any eventual peak loads. Traditionally, such additional

investment is paid for by all loads. During peak loads the generators charge higher price.

The above mechanism provides a way to allocate the investment as well as the energy costs

based on the forecast variability.

6.6 Discussion

The allocation discussed is one-sided, in the sense that the allocations relate to either

the resource providers or the resource seekers. For a many providers and many seekers

setting, the regulator needs two separate mechanisms as shown in Figure 6.2.

Seekers Providers Regulator 

Resource supply  
allocation mechanism 

Resource usage 
allocation mechanism 

Figure 6.2: Many-to-many allocation via two separate mechanisms
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Such dual mechanisms may be advantageous in some situations as the regulator’s agenda

for each group can be defined separately. For example, in the demand management case,

the regulator’s agenda with respect to loads is to have better compliance to the forecast

and with respect to the generators the regulator may have some other agenda, e.g. allocate

more purchases from more efficient generators.

In the demand management example, the underlying domain condition was derived

by associating a load’s valuation for variation to its need for variability. In practice the

valuation for variation may have additional underlying attributes. Following work on

multi-attribute utility function [88], [89], a body of application and empirical literature

has emerged for multi-attribute value determination in healthcare, environmental engineer-

ing, agriculture and design engineering. The techniques emerging from this literature can

be used to build valuation models on the rich consumption and demographic data that the

utility companies have gathered using smart meters. Increasing differences characteristics

may be found with respect to an important attribute when other attributes do not change.

The valuation reports based on which the regulator designs the menu mechanism can be

anonymous and may be collectible from third party applications.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion and future work

This thesis explored many-to-many allocations in a system of self-interested agents and

contributes with two many-to-many allocation methods which have a dominant strategy

solution. Dominant strategy results are attractive in reducing the complexity of the cogni-

tion machinery at the agent end and improving the regulator’s certainty of the outcomes.

Standard models in the literature for single cycle allocations use direct assignment or dou-

ble auction. The models provided in this thesis have less information requirements than

direct assignment models, and are capable of spreading welfare to a larger proportion of

agents than double auction models. The models used bilateral encounters or two one-to-

many mechanisms. The thesis presented the models in the context of emerging electricity

networks.

In a system of autonomous agents, valuing the agents’ respective self interest is a funda-

mental design requirement. At the same time, the regulator has its own agenda for creating

the system. This thesis provides a taxonomy of the objectives, including the objective of

ensuring agents’ self-interest, that could influence the regulator’s agenda. The agenda may

include throughput, fairness, stability and cost considerations; according to the context,

specific objectives addressing these concerns may apply. The taxonomy sensitizes us to the

importance of the need to balance the allocation design. Existing allocation literature for

engineering applications focuses mostly on the throughput objectives. A part of the liter-

ature focuses on cooperative approaches. Cooperative models of agent interaction assume

complete knowledge conformance to a common objective. The cost involved in ensuring
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the validity of these assumptions may not suit some contexts and incomplete information

models may be useful. The objectives included in the regulator’s agenda may impact the

agents differently. Accordingly this thesis focused on non-cooperative game based models,

in which given the regulator’s agenda, which is reflected in the interaction design, the agents

maximize respective utilities in equilibrium.

Inspired by traditional markets where self-interested buyers and sellers interact, we

started our exploration with models of bilateral encounters (Chapter 4). The literature in

this regard is in the field of economics and aims to explain the market equilibrium mod-

els under asymptotic conditions of an infinitely large number of agents and an infinitely

large number of search cycles. We focus on systems which have episodic allocations and

we restrict the number of cycles in our models. In our first design, the regulator’s agenda

is reflected by (i) randomised bilateral encounters, (ii) fixed value levels, i.e., bid levels,

at which resources could be exchanged and (iii) fixed number of cycles. This is a simple

mechanism and has low overhead for the regulator. Random matching reduces the agents’

search cost and the fixed number of cycles reduce the equilibrium reasoning effort of the

agents. Fixing of the bid levels is aimed to reduce the potential low bidding by seekers or

high bidding by the providers. With a starting agent type and initial strategy distribution,

we find that the equilibrium is contingent on the agents having common beliefs of strategy

profiles in different cycles. For different common beliefs different equilibria exist. Zeroing

in to a common belief would require a firm basis. Our second model, the single cycle model,

may result in multiple equilibria too. In multiple equilibria cases, the allocation uncertainty

increases as individual agents are not certain of the particular equilibrium being played.

We succeed with a dominant strategy equilibrium possibility result in Chapter 5 by

making some modification to our single cycle model of Chapter 4. We find that for uni-

formly distributed valuations, control of a set of providers generates a basis for the agents

to zero-in to a dominant strategy equilibrium. We foresee possible applications in electricity

trade including electric vehicle charging.
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The result in Chapter 5 was achieved for single unit allocations. We then devised a

method (Chapter 6) in which the regulator achieves many-to-many allocations by running

two separate mechanisms, one for the providers and one for the seekers. We design a proce-

dure for creating a multiple-unit allocations menu. Selection from the menu is a dominant

strategy for the agents. We show the usage in a context where the regulator’s objective is

to manage the electricity demand.

This thesis takes a focused view and considers competitive agents and models equilibrium

for incomplete information interactions. This, we believe, leaves out many opportunities

and challenges that exist in real-life systems. For example, systems may have agents, who

given specific information, may be willing to share private information and engage in a

cooperative transaction. If the regulator’s cost of providing such information is consistent

with its agenda, the regulator may design an alternate mechanism for such agents.

Many of the emerging systems will have agents whose decision making may be influenced

by the human principals. As examples, a household appliance agent’s scheduling algorithm

will be influenced by the home owner, and the inter-vehicle interaction of driverless cars

will be influenced by the passengers. Abstracting the individualistic preferences by types

may not suit these applications. The utility function founded on preferences and its maxi-

mization does not always explain the data on human behaviour and an enhanced concept of

utility function is proposed [90]. Clearly, application specific modelling is critical. For the

interactions that are ongoing, solutions based on learning from episodes of interaction may

be useful. For the single episode settings considered in this thesis, integration of behavioural

utility models needs to be explored.

Explicit modeling of the regulator’s agenda for any application was not discussed in the

thesis. Exploring the patterns of the agenda that exist in the application literature and then

evaluating the models in this thesis will improve the understanding of how these models

can be deployed.
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